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4.5 aftershock reported just after midnight
Staff Report
Some in western Kentucky may
have felt another rumble just after midnight, serving as another reminder that
our region's footing isn't as firm as we
once thought.
Geologists say the temblor just
before 12:40 a.m. registered 4.5 magnitude at its epicenter about 5 miles
northwest of Mount Cannel.
The location is in the same area as
Friday's early morning earthquake,
which shook a wide area of the
Midwest and caused minor damage.

This morning's aftershock was the
18th since Friday and the second
strongest, according to the U.S.
Geological Survey. The strongest was a
4.6 magnitude shaker about 5 1/2 hours
after the original quake Friday morning.
According to map information from
the U.S. Geological Survey Website,
little or no tremors were likely felt in
the Purchase area. One map showed the
intensity ending north of the Kentucky
border.
Friday's earthquake, which originat-

ed in the Ozark Dome region in central
Illinois and Indiana rather than the New
Madrid Fault that poses more concerns
for western Kentucky, occurred at 4:37
a.m and startled quite a few people in
Calloway County.
A dispatcher with the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department said more
than 20 calls were phoned into the
office reporting the quake or asking
questions about it.
No damage was reported at that
time.
A few accounts of the quake were

reported on the Murray Ledger &
Times Website reporting home items
shaking and some feeling shaken themselves. Another reported of a home in
New Concord that sustained a cracked
ceiling and damaged window.
The tremor Friday was reported as
far north as Wisconsin and as far south
as Georgia.
Local officials were busy Friday
inspecting bridges and buildings for
signs of damage, but none were reported.
Lynn Leasure, a lecturer in geo-

sciences at MSLI, said in Saturday's
Ledger that four aftershocks were
recorded in Murray following the main
5.2 event as reported on the U.S.
Geological Survey Web site.
-There were four previous to the one
at 10,15," Leasure said, including the
main event. -They were only about 2.2
to 2.5 but they occurred at 5:03 (a.m.),
5:46(and)6:55 this morning."
The Associated Press and staji
writer Torn Bern' tontributed to this
article.

Search on Clinic showcases love of sport
for missing
minister
Staff Report
HUNTINGDON. Tenn. — The search for the Rev. Mickey
Carpenter continued this morning around Bush L,ake in Carroll
County, Tenn., where he disappeared Friday while on a fishing trip.
Carpenter, superintendent of the Paris. Tenn.,
district of the United Methodist Church and a former associate pastor at Murray's First United
Methodist Church, went fishing on the lake near
Huntingdon Friday morning and has been missing
ever since.
According to reports from the United Methodist
Church Memphis Conference Web site and
McKenzie (Tenn.) Banner newspaper, Carpenter's
boat was found capsized and his truck parked
where he left it sometime on Friday.
Carrientee

AMP

Searchers have been combine the area looking

for Carpenter since Friday .aftermxin. The search reportedly
resumed Sunday morning with at least two search and rescue squads
spearheading the effort.
The Henry County Sheriff's Department, which is serving as the
liaison between the Carpenter family and Carroll County, Tenn.
authonties. could provide no further information concerning the
search as of press time this morning. Carroll County Sheriff's
authorities also could not provide an update.
Carpenter pastored three churches in western Kentucky. He
served in Murray in 1973. Benton from 1986-91, and Lone Oak
from 1991-95. He was in his second year of a six-year term at the
Paris District, with responsibilities for about 75 UMC churches in
the surrounding area.
Some members of the UMC Memphis Conference have joined in
the search including the Revs. Jerry Jeffords, Dossie Wheatley, Jim
Cooper and Scott Alford. Bishop Dick Wills, in Ft. Worth, Texas
for UMC General Conference. is reportedly flying back to Memphis
and driving to Pans to join the search.
Carpenter is survived by his wife, Marsha, and their twin daughters. Michelle and Megan.
The Rev. Richard Smith, pastor of Murray's United Methodist
Church, said he will miss his friend. Carpenter, who served as asso-

III See Page 2A

By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
FARMINGTON, Ky. — Her
resume is an impressive one.
Eighty-seven United States
Dressage Federation (USDF)
All-Breed Championships; a
USDF bronze, silver and gold
medalist, as well as judge;
owner and operator of Sun and
Shield Riding Club in Texas;
second-level Horse of the Year
honor; first inductee into the
Appaloosa Sport Horse Hall of
Fame; international success in
Germany and Luxemburg:
countless dressage championships; and an invitation by
Paul McCartney to ride in the
Riverside Church in Manhattan
during Linda McCartney's 1998
niemonal service.
But standing in a simple barn
on a simple farm in western
Kentucky on a blustery
Saturday morning, Pam FowlerOrace mention, none of her
accolades. "Love," she said.
plunging her hands deeper into
her pockets and shifting her feet
to stay warm. "I ride out of
love."
Grace was able to demonstrate that love during a weekend-long clinic at trainer Candy
Cook-Wallgren's Brier Creek
Farms in Farmington. Riders
lined up with their horses.
including Wallgren with her 6year-old American Warmblood,
Rowdy, to be instructed by
Grace.
A life-long admirer of horses,
Grace has engaged in almost
every riding discipline including
barrel racing, reining, polo and
race horses. Dressage, however,
is her forte.
"I look at it as a partnership,"
she said. 'That's what it is to

HOLLY WISE/Ledger and Times

World-renowned dressage competitor arid clinician, Pam Fowler-Grace (background)
instructs Candy Cook-Wallgren on her six-year-old American Wannblood. Rowdy.
me is a dance; my horse is my they want to. By the time it gets the other in Illinois And with
partner. There's a chemistry' to that difficulty, they have to her horse "showing good,"
you have."
love it," she said.
Grace said she is confident they
Competing in the highest
Grace and her current dance have a chance.
level of dressage, the level of partner, Star N Stripes, are
"(Star N Stripes) is a once-inGrand Prix, takes discipline and working hard to qualify for the a-lifetime horse," she said.
talent on the part of the rider and 2008 Olympic team. They have "He's my darling."
horse.
to successfully complete two
-They have to do it because more qualifiers, one in Ohio and
If

See Page 2A

CCMS students get to talk via video with Congressman Whitfield
Staff Report
Seventh grade students in
Brad Darnall's social studies
class at Calloway County
Middle School had the unique
opportunity Thursday afternoon
to video conference with
Congressman Ed Whitfield.
Students
discussed
Congressman Whitfield's role in
federal government. They also
enjoyed a question-answer session that gave them the opportunity to talk to the Congressman

about issues important to them.
"Throughout my 13-year
tenure in Congress, I have found
my many conversations with
Kentucky's youngest residents
to be among the most enlightening." Whitfield, R-Ky., said
before the conference. "Students
from
Kentucky's
First
Congressional District are some
of the brightest, most talented
young people in our country. 1
am looking forward to speaking
with students from Calloway
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County Middle School to see
what issues are most important
to them and answer any questions they may have on our
nation's government."
During
the
conference
Whitfield discussed important
issues facing the nation including the war in Iraq. the economy
and skyrocketing fuel costs.
However, the students seemed
to be most interested in the environment.
Darnall said that was partly
due to the fact the('CMS has its
own recycling program and the
school has a "Green School"
classification.
Whitfield told the students
that "technology will save us in
the long run- as America looks
at its energy sources and the
effects on the environment. He
said lots of taxpayer dollars are
being spent on research to
develop new sources including
ethanol, biodiesel, solar and
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Calloway County Middle School social studies teacher Brad Damall (at podium)talks with U.S.
Congressman Ed Whitfield (on screen) during a video conference Thursday afternoon at the
school. Whitfield discussed his role in government and students were invited to ask questions.
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PoNcelogs
Murray Police Department
-A traffic accident was reported Thursday at 9:01 a.m. The accident happened close to McDonalds but the caller reported that
the party had moved to the MSU Bookstore.
-A forged prescription was reported at Rite Aid at 1'02 p.m.
-A traffic accident was reported at Main and LP Miller Streets at
120 p.m.
-A shoplifter was cited at 809 N 12th St. at 3:22 p.m.
-Ashley Miller no age or address listed, was cited for shoplifting
at Dollar General at 347 p.m.
-A traffic accident was reported at 910 Coldwater Rd. at 10:46
p.m.
Murray State University Police
-A caller reported their backpack missing from the computer lab
on the first floor Wednesday at 6:59 p.m.
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.

•Congressman Whitfield
From Front
wind power.
'The demand will increase
dramatically over the next 30
years.- he added.
On a lighter note, the students ask Whitfield who he
planned to vote for in the presidential election. He. in turn, ask
them who they were supporting.
The majority of the class raised
their hands for Barack Obama.
Student Austin Rogers said,
"It's really neat for us to be able
to speak
with
him
in
Washington. We've never had
this opportunity to ask questions
of a congressman."
Student Brittanie Bradley
added, "It's great that technology would allow us to talk to our
congressman. I'm proud to
think that our country is looking
at backup energy plans"
The video conferencing
opportunity was made possible
through a pilot project with
IOCOM, a Chicago-based visual collaboration software company. 1000M's initiative, entitled "Removing Boundaries",

Towieder
NOTICE
II South 641 Water District
will hold a meeting Monday
at the office on Main Street in
Hazel
II The Murray State
University Paducah Task
Force will meet Monday at 5
p.m. in the Crisp Center in
Paducah to discuss information about multi-university
centers and take action
regarding establishment of
priorities.
• The Murray-Calloway
County Parks and Recreation
Board of Directors is scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. on
Monday in the conference
rOom at the Chamber of
Commerce Building. On the
agenda for the meeting is a
directors report concerning
perk programs and pans and
venous committee reports
•
Code
Murray
Enforcement Board will hold
a public hearing on May 6 at
5 p.m. at City Hall regarding
noise control in the city.
II To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916

invited a small group of K-12
schools to submit a one-page
proposal for a distance learning
project. 1000M's offer included free software and support for
the duration of the project.
"We are delighted to see K12 schools utilize this opportunity to enhance their curriculum," said Jim Miller, IOCOM
Vice-President of Sales and
Marketing. 'The students are
embracing the experience. The
ease of use, high quality, and
scalability of the IOCOM software makes it a great tool for
teachers in the classroom."
Calloway County Middle
School is the only Kentucky
school currently involved in the
project. This was the third time
seventh graders at Calloway
County Middle School have
used the video conferencing
technology this year to enhance
their education. Students in

Armed attacks send oil to $117.40
By The Associated Press
Oil prices spiked to a record $117.40 a
barrel after a Japanese oil tanker was hit by
a rocket near Yemen and militants in Nigeria
claimed two attacks on pipelines.
The I 50,000-ton tanker Takayama was
attacked about 270 miles off the east coast
Yemen coast in the Gulf of Aden while it
was heading for Saudi Arabia, its Japanese
operator, Nippon Yusen K.K., said in a statement
None of the ship's 23 crew members was
injured. Hundreds of gallons of fuel leaked
before a I -inch hole in the tanker's stem
was repaired, the company said.

Kyodo News agency reported that the
Japanese tanker was fired on by a rocket
launcher from a small boat.
Light, sweet crude for May delivery
reached $117.40 a barrel but fell back to
$116.88 by midday in Europe, up 19 cents
front Friday's closing price.
In London, Brent crude futures for June
rose 21 cents to $114.13 a barrel on the ICE
Futures exchange.
'There's clearly some geopolitical tension in the market," said Mark Pervan, senior commodity strategist at the ANZ Bank in
Melbourne, Australia. 'This will die down,
but the market is pretty jittery at the

moment."
Adding to the worries were claims
Monday from the main militant group in
Nigeria's restive south that it had launched
two more attacks on oil pipelines in the
region. There was no immediate confirrnation.
Last Friday, oil prices rose to touch $117
for the first time after an ,ittack on a Royal
Dutch Shell PL(' pipeline ,iy the Movement
for the Emancipation of the Niger Delta
Shell confirmed a pipeline leak that it
said appeared to have been caused by explosives. It said it had isolated the line for
repairs.

•••

Damall's classes also collaborated with a Memphis economics professor and an archeologist with the University of
Pennsylvania. Another conference is scheduled with the
National
Science
Center
Museum in Augusta, Ga., in
May.
'There's no better way to
learn about our government
than talking to a primary source
who lives it every day," Darnall
said. "I'm so grateful to
Congressman Whitfield for taking the time to talk with our students. However, without the
technology
provided
by
IOCOM it would be impossible
for my students to experience
guest speakers of this caliber.
"I see so many ways to use
video conferencing to engage
my students and take their learning beyond just the classroom
walls and Murray."

III Showcases love ...
Championships.
Grace attributes her success
The last time Grace brushed to her faith.
shoulders with the Olympics
"I can't tell my story without
was when she trained Horiano, talking about God," she said.
a horse owned then by Melanie "My story is a story of an
Pai. Grace trained him from "the impossibility with one miracle
lowest level to Grand Prix" and after another."
he went on to be chosen as an
Grace's approach to training
alternate for the 2004 Olympics both humans and horses is one
in Athens, Greece.
of kindness and instruction.
Most recently, Grace and
"I don't want to be condeStar N Stripes won the Grand scending because I realize we're
Prix in Dallas at the Texas not all bom knowing this stuff,"
Dressage Classic and won the she said. "I try to build confi2007 Open
Grand
Prix dence in the riders and horses.
Champion title at the Great
"Horses and people do what
American Insurance Group they believe they Lan do.From Front

•Missing minister ...
From Front
ciate pastor of the church, married his wife while a member there.
His children were also members.
"He's one of the most down-to-earth, personable,friendly type of
person you would ever meet in your life," Smith said. "Mickey was
always Mickey. He had a great sense of humor and a wonderful,joyful spirit about life and a remarkable pastor and preacher."
According to the UMC Memphis Conference Web site, funeral
arrangements are pending Church officials are asking that no flowers be sent and that memonals in Carpenter's memory be made to
the Africa University Dream Fami.

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
ON A ROLL: About 30 five-member teams crowded Corvette Lanes bowling alley Saturday to
raise more than $3,000 for the Big Brothers Big Sisters of Murray-Calloway County. Some of
the youngsters couldn't resist a piece of the action, like Ana Bryson with dad David offering
guidance, but everyone had fun and everyone helped BBBS serve local youngsters for another year.

State's economy discussed on Roundabout Murray
Special to the Ledger
This week's Roundabout Murray will feature
Kentucky State Treasurer Todd Hollenbach
answering pressing questions about the future and
current state of the Commonwealth's treasury.
This edition of Roundabout Murray will also feature a wrap-up of Gov. Steve Beshear's speech as
the featured speaker of MSU's 2008 Waterfield
Lecture last week.
Also appeanng on the show will be Relay for
Life event chair Tracy McKinney, discussing the
event, set for May 2-3 at Stewart Stadium. The
race supporting the American Cancer Society will
be the 12th annual Relay for Life in Murray.
An opening ceremony celebrating cancer survivors wilt kick off die lace at 7 p.m. on Friday,
May 2. Events will continue throughout the night
with the Fight Back Ceremony at 9 p.m.,
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Luminaria Ceremony at I0 p.m.. Voices of Praise
at 2 a.m. and the closing ceremony at 6 a.m..
Coinciding with Earth Week, Roundabout
Murray will show how Murray State students, faculty, and staff are learning to lend a helping hand
to recycling and other environmental efforts. The
Campus Life section of the show will recap this
year's 50th Annual All Campus Sing. The annual
event put on by the women's music fraternity
Sigma Alpha Iota took place on the steps of Lovett
Auditorium.
Roundabout Murray is a 30-minute television
show and airs on WPSD Sunday nights at midnight; NewWave in Murray (Channel 19) on
Mondays and Wednesdays at It a.m., noon and 6
p.m.; MediaCom on Thursdays at 6 p.m.; Murray
Electric (Channel 15) Wednesdays at 6 p.m.; and
MSU TV-11: Tuesdays and Fridays at 6 p.m.
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Group picks up 100 tons of trash
By SARA CUNNINGHAM
The Courier-Journal
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (API —
While most mark Earth Day just
once a year, the crew of Living
Lands & Waters live green nine
months out of the year by cleaning up the nation's rivers.
This is the third year Living
Lands & Waters, based in East
Moline, Ill., has spent time in
the Louisville area, picking up
junk and trash along and in the
Ohio River, said Tammy
Becker, project coordinator.
In March, the group put on a
large public cleanup and several
by college spring-break groups.
Then the barge was supposed to
head toward New Orleans for
April and May, but weather
problems made the group decide
to stay near Louisville and keep
working the Ohio instead,
Becker said.

"Honestly, there s so much pointing to where the cress
work to be done here it's sad." members have started to display
Becker said of the 15-mile or so dolls.
stretch of shoreline they've been
Crew members compete to
cleaning along Louisville. find the most unusual objects
"We've been here since the and sometimes those things end
beginning of March and there's up being used to decorate the
still a lot to do.''
barge. Recently, one crew memThe nonprofit organization ber found a fake palm tree and it
was founded in 1997. Since now sits near the collection of
then. Becker said the full-time helmets the group has recovbarge crew and its volunteers ered.
have removed an estimated 4
"We have a lot of fun doing
million pounds of garbage and this." said Geoff Monis, another
junk from the shorelines of the of the crew. "It's hard work but
Mississippi, Ohio, Illinois, the impact is so visible that it
Potomac,
Missouri
and feels easy. These rivers are lifeAnacostia rivers.
lines and it's important to keep
The garbage collected by them clean."
crew members over the years
So far on this trip to
has included some surprising Louisville, Living Lands &
objects such as II bowling balls, Waters has collected two barges
83 dolls, and 46 bottles with worth of garbage, weighing
messages, Becker said.
about 200010 pounds, Becker
"Anything you can think of, said. The trash loads included
we've pulled it out," she said, 61 refrigerators. 30)0 tires and

12 water heaters.
The crew works with area
businesses and city officials to
properly dispose of what they
pull from the river, Becker said.
Becker and the other crew
members are hoping to recruit
local volunteers to pitch in
before the barge moves on to the
next project in Boston. Mass..
on the Charles River.
"For people who are passionate about making the environment a better place, taking some
time to help out is a simpler
solution than sitting around
worrying about it." said Mike
Coyne-Logan, a crew member.
The mission of Living Lands
& Waters is to make a dent in
the pollution problems many
people just talk about, Coyne'
Logan said.
"One man gathers what
another man spills." he said.

Ex-soldier charged in
comrade's death also
charged in slaying as youth
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — An ex-soldier
facing murder charges for killing an Army
comrade was charged in a Louisville slaying
12 years ago as a juvenile.
Former Army Pvt. Kenneth Eastridge. of
Louisville, is accused with two other members of his former unit of killing another GI in
Colorado in a case that has drawn national
media attention.
Eastridge, Pfc. Bruce Bastien Jr. and Louis
Bressler are charged with first-degree murder
in the death of Spc. Keyin Shields, a member
of their unit.
Eastndge had been in a similar situation as
a 12-year-old. He pleaded guilty to reckless
homicide in juvenile court for shooting a
friend in the chest with a shotgun.
Courier-Journal reported. The newspaper
covered the 1996 case.
Police say the two boys were playing a
video game before the shooting.
The parents of the victim, Billy Bowman,
say they know firsthand that Eastridge had a
history of violence long before his military
service.
"I got a call from a detective in Colorado a
few weeks ago asking me ill knew Kenneth
Eastridge," William Bowman said. "I said.
'Yeah, he killed my son.'"
Eastndge's father was at work the day of
the shooting; his mother had been admitted to
the hospital, and the boys were alone in the
Eastridges' apartment near Iroquois Park.
Eastritige• mother, Leeamn Elostridite, of
Meade County. said in brief interview that her
son had "been through a lot" since he was 12,
including two tours in Iraq.
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Fort Knox taking armor
training on road
FORT KNOX, Ky.( AP) — The Ml Abrams Tank won't be the.1
only mobile thing about the Army's Armor School training class.
The Army is taking the class on the road, citing the lack of troops'
volunteering to travel to Fort Knox, Ky., for the nine-week course. ,
to become master gunners after completing multiple I5-month tours
in Iraq.
"Now we come to them," said Maj. Chris Cavin, 16th Cavalry.
Regiment commander, one of the instructors for the course.
Sgt. 1st Class Jason Evans, also an instructor for the Armor.
School, said he spent six months away from his assignment its
Germany to become a master gunner.
Chances to attend courses such as this often come as a service •
member considers whether to leave the military or become a career
soldier, said Staff Sgt. Jeremy Whiting, a course instructor for the'
16th Cavalry Regiment.

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP) — Ernest Hogan has no grave
marker in his hometown of Bowling Green.
But, the city may soon have a historic marker honoring the native"'
son who is credited with being the father of ragtime music.
The Hogan Historical Marker Committee in Bowling Green is
petitioning the Kentucky Historical Society to erect a marker near .
Hogan's birthplace in the Shake Rag neighborhood of the city. The
committee hopes to know the results by summer and have the mark-:.
er placed next year the centennial anniversary of Hogan's death on, .
May 20, 1909
Historian Ray Buckberry, who has been researching Hogan's life,
for nearly a decade, would like Hogan's music played at the mark-:
er's dedication.
Born Ernest Reuben Crowdus Jr. on April 17, 1865. Hogan grew
up in the predominantly black Shake Rag District. Hogan's theater
performances included minstrel songs. For a time, he was consid-.
ered the best known and highest paid black entertainer of the early.,
ragtime era. Buckberry said.

Police make arrest in 2002 killing
HOLLY WISE/Ledger and Titres

REMEMBERING STEVE: Steve McReynolds was remembered and honored
Sunday afternoon during a banquet at the Murray Woman's Club hononng the
winners of the Steve McReynolds community writing contest. His niece, pictured
above, recalls her favorite memories of her uncle while her grandfather and mother listen.

LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) -- Kentucky State Police arrested a ,
suspect in two killings that occurred six years ago and officials expect to charge others. The name of the person taken into custody..
was not released Sunday.
Twenty-year-old Ryan Keith Shangraw and Harold "Bo" Upton:,
III, who was 18, were fatally shot on Feb. 1, 2002, at Shangraw's
honie in Stanford, which is in Lincoln County.
Police say also in the house were two girls, ages 15 and 16.

(Or Hasn't Been in A Long Time)
If you've ever thought about
going to a chiropractor but
you've hesitated because you
weren't sure it was right for
you. please read on...
My name is Dr. Jon Wuest.
To celebrate the spring season I have agreed to "give
away" to (anyone who asks
for it) $150 of my services for
only $15 that's right, $15.
In the years since I began
my practice, I've helped hundreds of people feel better and
live healthier, more productive lives through chiropractic
care. And now I'd like to
even
more
introduce
Calloway County residents to
the many benefits our profession has to offer.
For instance, chiropractic
care may be able to help you if
you're suffering from any of
the following conditions:
• Migraine headaches
• Lower back pain
• Numbness or soreness in
your arms or legs
• Constant fatigue; lack of
energy
• Muscle spasms, sprains
& strains
These symptoms can be
caused whenever the vertebrae in your spine are out of
alignment because these "misalignments" directly affect
your nervous system.
Fortunately, if you are suffering from any of these problems or similar afflictions
right now, they may be
relieved or eliminated by
proper chiropractic treatment
(commonly called adjustment).
So, if you've always wanted

•

PRINCETON. Ky.(AP) — State police have charged two men,..
with arson after a makeshift bomb was thrown into a house in west-,
em Kentucky.
Police say a woman Was sleeping inside when the explosive
device, which police called a Molotov cocktail, was thrown through'
a kitchen window early Sunday morning. She was not hurt.
State police were called to the house near Pnnceton in Caldwell.County just before 1 a.m. EDT. They found a second Molotov cock-'
tail that didn't explode near the garage door.
Police have arrested I8-year-old Kyle Harper and charged him
with first-degree arson and wanton endangerment. Darrell Harper'.
Jr., 21, was charged with third-degree arson. They were jailed in the
Caldwell County Detention Center.

ONLY $15.00 TO ANYONE WHO NEEDS HELP BUT HAS NEVER BEEN TO A CHIROPRACTOR BEFORE
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to "check out" chiropractic
care and see what it can do for
you, now is the best time to do
so because...
For 10 days only, $15 will
get you all the services I normally charge new patients
more than $150 for!
What does this offer include?
Everything.
Take a look at what you will
receive...
• An in-depth consultation
about your health and
well-being
• A complete chiropractic
spinal examination
• A full set of specialized
X-rays to determine if a
misalignment in your
spine is causing your
pain or symptoms...
(NOTE: nolx•dy gives
these kinds of X-rays
away free, they would
normally cost you at
least $100).
• An analysis of your
X-rays and spinal exam
results to see what needs
to be done to help relieve
your problem
• Helpful literature that
shows you how your
body works and why you
experience pain
• Answers to all your most
probing questioro, about
chiropractic care and
what it can do for you...
The appointment will not
take long at all. And like I
said, I normally charge $150
for this (most of which just
covers the full set of X-rays).
But for now, as part of this
special offer, you can come in
and find out for certain if you
need chiropractic care and
how it might help you
eliminate the pain you are

feeling.
Meet the Doctor
Before you come in. though,
you will probably want to
know a little bit about me. So
let me tell you...
Aside from a stint in the US
Army and going away to chiropractic college I have
resided in Calloway County
for the past 33 years. I have a
wonderful wife. Michelle, and
three terrific kids. Nicholas,
Maggie and Katelyn.
I graduated from Life
College of Chiropractic in
2(8)0. where I received recognition for clinical proficiency
as well as chiropractic radiological theory and practice. I
have done post-graduate work
in the research and science of
chiropractic. I have also taken
multiple courses dealing with
injuries and treatment associated with motor vehicle accidents. I am certified by the
Board
of
National
Chiropractic Examiners.
Does Chiropractic Really
Work?
Absolutely! Here are some
findings from studies done by
chiropractors and orthopedic
surgeons...
Harvard Medical School
Health Letter
September, 1990
"Chiropractic treatment of
low back pain, which affects
75 million Americans. is supe-

rior to the standard regimen
administered by medical doctors", a major British study
has concluded. "Chiropractic
almost certainly confers
worthwhile long-term benefit
in comparison with hospital
outpatient management." said
Dr. T.W. Meade, a British
medical doctor who headed
the study conducted at eleven
hospitals and chiropractic
clinics.
Federal Medical Study
Endorses Chiropractic For
Back Pain - US Agency For
Health
Care
Federal
Medical Study Policy and
Research
December 8. 1994 - A panel
of 23 doctors headed by Dr.
Stanley Bigos. M.D.. professor of Orthopedic Surgery,
studied 3900 medical articles
on low back pain. Their conclusions were that "chiropractor's manipulation of the spine
was more helpful than any of
the following: traction, massage. biofeedback, acupuncture, injection of steroids into
the spine, back corsets and
ultrasound."
Would you like even more
proof that chiropractic works?
Then listen to these
comments from a few of my
patients...
Patient Success Stories
I began my treatments with
Dr. Jon Wuest on March 3,
2008. I have had several surgeries in the past year and a
half. One of my surgeries
included a double leg amputation above the knee. With all
the trauma to my body I was
in constant pain. including my
legs, neck and back.
I began treatment three
times a week for four weeks

starting on March 3rd. Now I
go twice weekly with several
sessions ahead of me. Since I
started treatments I have had a
huge improvement overall.
Before I was unable to turn
my neck to any degree, now I
move my neck with ease and
no pain. I have also had much
improvement with my legs
although not completely pain
free it is an unbelievable difference. I am confident with
knowing how far I have come
thus far and the future sessions I have scheduled I will
continue to see these much
appreciated improvements.
Thank you to Dr. Jon Wuest
for all his dedication and kindness. My: sessions have truly
made a difference in my life.
—Hugh Adams

refer you to a specialist who
might be able to help.
Limited Time Offer
Obviously, with an offer like
this, I cannot afford to do it for
very long, so I picked April
21st through May 1st.
If you would like to take me
up on my offer to see what
chiropractic can do for you.
all you have to do is call our
office and set up an appointment,
PHONE(270)759-1945
Call this number only
Call anytime between the
hours of 8-12 and 2-5 Monday
through Friday. Tell the
receptionist you would like to
come in for the Special
Introductory
Examination
April 21st through May 1st.
I expect to get flooded with
appointments for this event,
so please call as soon as possible to assure that you do not
miss out.
Thank you very much. and I
look forward to trying to help
you get rid of your pain so you
can start living a healthier and
more productive life.
Sincerely..
Dr. Jon Wuest

My son has had chronic ear
infections and drainage along
with breathing problems since
he as a baby A friend recommended I take him to Dr.
Wuest to see what he could
offer me.
Since the very first adjustment my son's health has
improved. He has not complained about his ears, there
has been no drainage coming
1313 Johnson Blvd,
from his ears and he is able to Murray. Ky. 42071
sleep at night without taking a
Due to insurance regula
breathing treatment before he tions. Medicare and some
goes to bed. Thank you Dr. other insurance may be
Wuest.
excluded from this offer.
—A. Thomas
Any further treatment shall
be agreed upon in writing and
Guarantee of Great Service
signed by both parties.
Obviously. I cannot guaranYou have the right to
tee results. Ni) one can. But rescind within seventy two
there is one guarantee I can (72) hours any obligation to
give you. and that is a guaran- pay for services performed in
tee to give my best effort
addition to this free or disPlus, if I do not think I can counted service.
help you. I will tell you and

Dr. Jon Wuest D.C.
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Having eyes,
we see not
To see the great chasm between the Civil War as it really was and the Civil War as time, biases, romanticism,
movies, and an have warped it a century and a half later.
two recent books serve as opposing—yet complementary-poles.
At one extreme is Joseph T. Glatthaar's
General Lee's Army: From Victory to
Collapse (Free Press, 2(8)8, 601 pp.), and
at the other is Gary W. Gallagher's Causes
Won, Lost. & Forgotten: How Hollywood
and Popular An Shape What We Know
About the Civil War (UNC Press, 2008,
274 pp.). Both Glatthaar (now at UNC
Chapel Hill) and Gallagher (now at the
University of Virginia) are seasoned, oftpublished and oft-quoted historians.
Glatthaar's history of the Army of
Northern Virginia is not a recounting of
slitelfn
that army's many battles, most of them
By Larry
victories and most of them under Lee's
McGehee
leadership. This is military history that
Syndicated
describes the everyday mud, mire. sickness.
Columnist
hunger, nakedness, homesickness, fatigue.
inexperience, faith, resignation (and rebeldwindling
and diminishing of "Lee's Miserables".
liousness),
some 200.000 soldiers over three years of enlistments, not
lust the battles.
Glatthaar packs his chapters with statistics—a prodigious
amount of research into obscure facts. For example, for
every Army of Northern Virginia soldier killed in action in
1861, ten more died from sickness and disease. (Many came
from rural areas where they had not been exposed to small
pox or malaria.) As time passed, the survivors gained some
immunities, so that in 1864 for every battlefield death; only
four of them died from sickness.
Glatthaar describes the immense problems of supplying
such an army. The South seceded and went to war with little more than slogans and self-nghteousness and indignation.
But wars are won with manpower, modern and plentiful
weapons, medicines, food lines, doctors, chaplains, railroads,
ambulances, nurses, uniforms, blankets, fodder, shovels, and
shoes. Bravery, rhetoric, flags, and the genius of leaders like
Lee, are inspiring, hut not enough.
In traditional Civil War history, we can feel the tragedy
of that last charge at Gettysburg or of the stacked rifles at
Appontatox, but in Glatthaar's war, we feel the anguish,
wander the Wilderness, and wallow in the trenches, share
the suffering, and foresee the futility of this awful, awful
episode in American history, the coming of which was
"inevitable" and the ending of which was both "lamentable"
and "liberating". Glatthaar leaves us with a panoramic painting of gore and gruesomeness, psychological scarring and
spectacular shortages, closer to reality than alrnost any other
book on the Civil War.
And then. Glatthaar in mind, we read Gary Gallagher's
book about Civil War movies and art works, and find that
time and mind-set have filtered the Civil War reality into
fantasies, fictions, fragments, and fixtations.
Prompted by the success of Ted Turner's Gettysburg
movie and remcmhenng the continuing success of D. W.
Griffith's Birth of a Nation, David Selznick's Gone With the
Wind, and of the painting of Lee and Jackson's last meeting
by E.B.D Julio, Gallagher catalogs most of the popular
movie, television, and art interpretations of the Civil War
from Red Badge of Courage to The Outlaw Josie Wales. He
focuses especially on the last twenty years.
More than that. Gallagher provides a taxonomy into which
to place and then count the works, providing us with four
categones for classifications: Lost Cause, Union, F.mancipalion. and Reconciliation film and art works. He calls our
attention to the increasing appearance of the Confederate battle flag in recent portrayals of the war, and in an amazing
research feat he studies 2,750 advertisements for Civil War
artworks in the three major war-theme national magazines
(Civil War Times Illustrated. Blue & Gray Magazine, and
North & South), and finds most of them to be Lost Cause
works.
English poet Matthew Arnold once celebrated the life of a
man who "saw life and saw it whole". Gallagher gently
chides us for seeing the Civil War piecemeal and in pans,
and Glatthaar provides us with many missing pieces. Both
beckon us, not to surrender our fascination with the war, but
to widen our perspectives of those four years that changed
America torever.
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Poll says McCain's winning back unhappy GOPers
voters McCain
By ALAN FRAM
has gained
TREVOR TOMPSON
since last
Associated Press Writers
November,
WASHINGTON (AP) -when the 46Republicans are no longer
year-old perunderdogs in the race for the
sonal trainer
White House. To pull that
was undecidoff, John McCain has attracted. Mason
ed disgruntled GOP voters,
calls himself
independents and even some
an independmoderate Democrats who
and voted
ent
fall.
last
McCain
party
shunned his
in 2004 for
Partly thanks to an
President Bush, whom he
increasingly likable image.
considers a strong leader but
the Republican presidential
a disappointment due to the
candidate has pulled even
"no-win situation" in Iraq.
with the two Democrats still
"It's not that I'm that
brawling for their party's
much in favor of McCain,
nomination, according to an
it's the other two are turning
Associated Press-Yahoo news
me off," Mason said of
poll released Thursday. Just
Clinton and °barna, the senfive months ago -- before
from New York and
ators
either party had winnowed
Illinois, in explaining his
its field — the survey
move toward McCain. As for
showed people preferred
the Republican's experiences
sending an unnamed Democas a Vietnam War pnsoncr
rat over a Republican to the
and in the Senate. Mason
White House by 13 percentsaid. "All he's been through
age points.
Of those who have moved is an asset."
By tracking the same
toward McCain, about twogroup of roughly 2,000 peothirds voted for President
ple throughout the campaign,
Bush in 2004 but are now
the AP-Yahoo poll can gauge
unhappy with hint, including
how individual view's are
many independents who lean
evolving. What's clear is that
Republican. The remaining
Republican-leaning votsome
one-third usually support
ers who hacked Bush in
Democrats but like McCain
2004 but lost enthusiasm for
anyway.
him are returning to the
Also helping the Arizona
GOP fold — along with a
senator close the gap: Peosmaller but significant numples' opinions of Hillary
ber of Democrats who have
Rodham Clinton have soured
to dislike their party's
come
slightly, while their views of
two contenders.
Barack Obama have
The findings of the surimproved though less impresvey, conducted by Knowlsively than McCain's.
edge Networks, provide a
The survey suggests that
preview of one of this fall's
those switching to McCain
battlegrounds. Though some
are largely attuned to his
Republicans will
unhappy
personal qualities and
McCain may be benefiting as doubtless stay with McCain,
both groups are teeming with
the two Democrats snipe at
centrist swing voters who
each other during their prowill be targeted by both parlonged nomination fight.
ties.
David Mason of RichThe poll shows that
mond. Va.. is typical of the
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McCain s appeal has grown
since November by more
than the Democrats' has
dwindled. McCain gets about
10 percentage points more
now than a generic Republican candidate got last fall:
°barna and Clinton get about
5 points less than al nameless Democrat got then.
Underlining McCain's burgeoning popularity. in
November about four in 10
considered McCain likeable,
decisive, strong and honest
while about half do now.
Obania is seen as more likeable and stronger now hut
his numbers for honesty and
decisiveness have remained
flat. while Clinton's scores
for likeahility and honesty
have dropped slightly.
"You Can't trust Hillary.
and Obanta's too young."
said Pauline Holsinger, 60, a
janitonal worker in Pensacola, Fla., now backing
McCain who preferred an
unnamed Democrat last fall.
"I like him better, he's more
knowledgeable about the
war" in Iraq.
Voters at this stage in a
campaign commonly focus
more on candidates' personal
qualities. That usually
changes as the general election approaches and they pay
more attention to issues and
partisan loyalty -- meaning
that Mc(,'ain's prospects
could fade at a time when
the public is deeply unhappy
with the war, the staggering
economy and Bush.
For now, more than one
in II) who weren't hacking
the unnamed Republican candidate in last November's
survey are supporting
McCain, a shift partly offset
by a smaller number of former undecidcds now embracing °barna or Clinton. Of
those now hacking McCain,
atxmt one-third did not sup-

pon the generic GOP candidate last November.
Among the unhappy Bush
supporters whom McCain has
lured hack to his campaign,
about half say they are consecs alive, yet their sews on
issues are more moderate
than many in the party. with'
some opposing the war in
Iraq. They have favorable
hut not intensely enthusiastic
views of McCain -- for
example. two-thirds find him
likeable while far fewer find
him compassionate or
refreshing.
"He's known, he's a veteran." said David Tucker, a
retired Air Force technician
frimi Alexandria, 1,a.. and
flush' vottor who was undecided last November but has
ruled out Ohama arid Clinton. "I understand hint better."
Most of the Detnix:raticleaning voters now supporting McCain backed Democrat
John Kerry in 2004. They
are moderates who disapprove of Bush and the war
in Iraq. hut find McCain
likeable, much more so than
they did last November
"lie is more open-minded"
than °llama and Clinton.
said Darlene Hems, 46, a
Democrat front North
Brunswick. N.J., who has
moved from undecided to
hacking McCain. "He directly
answers questions, which
tells MC he's listening."
Many McCain-backing
Democrats express one consistent concern about McCain
- his age.
"Let's face it, we're not
getting any younger," said
•
retired accountant Sheldon
Rothman of Queens, N.Y.,
who like McCain is 71.
"There are too many imponderables when you get to
that age, especially with the
stress of the presidency.-
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Mrs. Oyna Reeves, 83, Hazel, died Sunday. April 20, 2008, at
3:43 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Hazel Baptist Church. Born Sept. 21,1942,
she was the daughter of the late Grover and Beatrice On Charlton.
Also preceding her in death were three brothers. Estel Charlton,
Homer Charlton and Darts Charlton, and one sister, Rachel Broach.
Survivors include her husband. Charles Wayne Reeves; one
daughter, Freda Summary, Paris, Tenn.; special niece. Gail Tracy,
Hazel; three sisters, Kathryn Langston, Murray, Azzilee Kelso and
husband. James, Dawsonville, Ga., and Betty Camerone and husband, Ray C., Puryear. Tenn.; three brothers, James Charlton and
wife, Bobbie C., Huntsville, Ala., and Halton Charlton and wife,
Lorene C., McKenzie, Tenn.; sister-in-law, Jean Charlton, Paducah;
brother-in law, Billy Broach, Puryear, Tenn.; two grandchildren;
five great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. at Hazel Baptist Church.
Rev. Brent Lee will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray
Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be at Miller Funeral Home of
Hazel from 5 to 9 p.m. today (Monday). Online condolences may be
made to www.imesmiller.com

Jam Wayne Lucas Sr.
Jerry Wayne Lucas Sr., 68, Murray, died Sunday, April 20, 2008,
at 9:15 a.m, at his home.
An Army veteran, he was a retired mechanic and
his hobby was fishing. Born Oct. 29, 1939, in Lerna.
III.. he was the son of the late James Tilford Lucas
and June A. Stone Lucas. One son, Jerry Wayne
Lucas Jr., also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Dolores Johnson
Lucas; three daughters, Lori Quasi, Murray, Michelle Lucas,
Illinois. and Karen McDonald, St. Charles. III.; one son, Kevin
Lucas, Illinois; four grandchildren.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be made to www.yorkfuneralhome.com

Mrs. Juanita Holland Lee
Mrs. Juanita Holland Lee. 85, Melbourne, Ark., formerly of
Peggy Ann Drive, Murray, died Saturday, April 19, 2008, at 12:35
p.m. in Melbourne.
A homemaker, she was co-owner and operator of Juanita & E,arl
Grocery for 30 years. She was a member of First Baptist Church
where she was a member of the Dorcas Sunday School Class and the
sanctuary choir. She was a longtime former member of Elm Grove
Baptist Church.
Her husband, Earl Lee, one brother. Prentice Holland, and sisterin-law. Modell Holland. all preceded her in death. Born Sept. 16,
1922, in Calloway County. she was the daughter of the late Milburn
Holland and Genora Adams Holland.
Survivors include two sons, Wayne Lee and wife, Janet, Guion,
Ark., and Robert Lee and wife, Anna. Alpharetta, Ga.; one sister,
Sue Curtin and husband, Jay, Decatur. III.; five grandchildren, Jack,
Eric, Kent and Ryan Lee, and Sara Lee Sharp; six great-grandchildren. April, Katlie, Ashlyn and Sofia Lee, Anna French Sharp and
Charles Sharp. A graveside service will be Tuesday at II a.m. at the
Murray City Cemetery. Rev. David Brasher will officiate. Visitation
will he at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Monday).

Mrs. Suzanne Eisenlohr Hendricks
Mrs. Suzanne Eisenkihr Hendricks, 77, Murray, died Saturday,
April 19, 2008, at 11:40 a.m. at her home.
Preceding her in death were one son, Steven Hendricks, and one
brother. Theodore Eisenlohr, Born Aug. 30, 1930, in South Haven,
Mich., she was the daughter of the late Irving and Signe Nelson
Eisenlohr.
Survivors include one daughter, Susan Hendricks, and one
granddaughter, Patricia Signe White and husband. David S., all of
Murray; one brother, Jack Eisenlohr, College Station, Texas.
The family will schedule a memorial service at a later date.
Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Online condolences may be made to www.imesmillercom

Paid Obituary
Mrs. Fronia Ann Lawrence Manning
The funeral for Mrs. Fronia Ann Lawrence Manning will be
Tuesday at 1 p.m in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman /it York Funeral
Home. Rev. Hassle Lundy and Rev. Tim Palmer will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Timmy and Tracy Manning. Allen Morris,
Jason Beach. Joe Mason, Larry, Gamic. Roger, Ronnie, Dennis and
Kenneth Green. Chris Phillips. Lee Vaughn. Phil Marino and
Clarence Caswell. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial
Gardens. Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m.
today (Monday).
Mrs. Manning. 75, Murray, died Saturday, April 12, 2008, at 9:59
a.m. at Norton's Hospital, Louisville. She attended Coldwater
Baptist Church and was a caregiver for many area residents.
Preceding her in death were her husband. Eldon Lawrence, one
daughter, Peggy Ann Hoy, one sister, Velma Copeland, and two
brothers. Andrew Beach and Robert Lee Beach. Born Nov. 14,
1932, in Calloway ('ounty, she was the daughter of the late Felix
Beach and Name Fulton Beach.
Survivors include two sons. Gene Lawrence, Fturnington, and
Jackie Lawrence, Murray; six sisters, Wilma Mason, Mayfield,
Eulalah Green, Benton, Nona Kay Beach and Faye Manning and
husband. Bobby, all of Murray, and Linda Morris and husband,
Hafford. and Sue White. all of Kirksey; two brothers, Edwin Beach,
Ahno, and Fred Beach and wife, Kathy, Murray; six grandchildren.
David, Kelly Sue, Corey and Katie Joe Lawrence, Melissa McGill
and Amy Lynn Blancher; two great-grandchildren; several nieces
and nephews.

READING, Pa. )AP)
Democrat Barack Obama, who
often argues that John McCain is
the same as President Bush. said
Sunday that the Republican
presidential candidate would be
an improvement over Bush's
eight-year reign.
"You have a real choice in
this election. Either Democrat
would be better than John
McCain. And all three of us
would be better than George
Bush," Obama said.
"But what you have to ask
yourself is, who has the chance
to actually, really change things
in a fundamental way'?" Obarna
asked as he wrapped up a townhall style event at Reading High
School in central Pennsylvania.
The Illinois senator was trying to argue that he is the
stronger choice over Democratic
rival Hillary Rodham Clinton in
Tuesday's
primary
in
Pennsylvania. But Obama ended
up mixing in praise for McCain
at the same time -- and giving
Clinton an opening to criticize.
"We need a nominee who
will take on John McCain, not
cheer on John McCain," the
New York senator said in
Johnstown. She said the Arizona
senator would follow "the same
failed policies that have been so
wrong for our country the last
seven years."
Before the positive comment
about McCain, Obama had
as he does at
argued anew
virtually every campaign stopthat the Republican offers a
vision identical to that of the
Bush administration on everything from Iraq to the economy.
"We cannot afford a third
George Bush term and that's
what John McCain is offeringa third Bush term," Obama said.
But his a backhanded compliment threatened to undercut his
own efforts - and those of the
entire Democratic Party - to
portray the GOP presidential
nominee-in-waiting as nothing
more than an extension of
Bush's unpopular tenure. At the
very least, the remark provided
fodder that Republicans can use
in the general election to try to
prop up McCain.
It also knocked Obama off
message at a critical time as he
seeks to further narrow Clinton's
dwindling
advantage
in
Pennsylvania polls in the final
days before the state's primary.
Obama began his day attending church in Lebanon before
chatting up d.e:rs at a family
style restaurant in Robesonia.
He then held the question-andanswer event in Reading and
walked down Main Street in
Bethlehem. At the final event of
the night. Obama appeared on
stage at a rally in Scranton
alongside two high-profile backers, Caroline Kennedy and
Pennsylvania Sen. Bob Casey.
The candidate didn't refer to
his earlier comment about
McCain or try to explain it.
Instead, the fired-up candidate
offered a full-throated critique
of his GOP rival - and repeatedly insisted that McCain and
Bush were joined at the hip.
"We are going to bring an end
to the George Bush era," Obama
declared. "His name won't be on
the ballot" hut "one name that
will be on the ballot is John
McCain!"

Fire engulfs buildings in
Health Coverage
Philly, causes collapse
PHILADELPHIA (AP) -- A
massive warehouse fire early
this morning spread to a threestory building behind the structure, and a large section of one
of the buildings collapsed.
The cause of the fire was
unknown, and fire marshals
were unable to get inside,

Philadelphia Fire Department
supervisor Ray Pascucci said.
No one was in the buildings, he
said. He did not know what the
warehouse or the other building
were used for. The fire, in the
Frankford area of northeast
Philadelphia. was called in
about 2:48 a.m.

Studies show that reading \
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
4N newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.
11)
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AP
Supporters cheer as they listen to Democratic presidential hopeful, Son. Barack Obama, DIll., at a rally in Scranton, Penn. Sunday
The audience booed, and
Obatna said: "The problem is
that he's running for George
Bush's third term."
Such comments are common
t
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Paducah GI Associates, the gastroenterology practice of
John Kraus, M.D., and Gary Bodnarchuk, M.D.,
welcomes nurse practitioners

Lynn Pratt, A.R.N.P., and Summer Cross, A.R.N.P
The practice is accepting new patientsfor procedures,
such as colonoscopy and endoscopy and treatment ofall digestive &orders,
including stomach, intestinal and liver problems.

Paducah GI Associates
Doctors Building 3, Suite 202
2605 Kentucky.;Ave., Paducah,042003
(270) 443-8285
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Summer School will be offered
at Calloway County High School

City-Wide
Yard Sale
coming to
area in May
Spring is in the air. It is
time for Murray residents to
spruce up then homes and
clean out their garages for the
Spnng City-Wide Yard Sale on
Saturday. May 3. Bargain
hunters from across the region
will overflow the streets of Murray in hopes of discovering a
geat deal, while you earn some
cash.
To participate in the CityWide Yard Sale, simply fill
out an application, along with
a $10 entry fee. Applications
at
online
avaiable
are
www.tourrnurray.com or at the
Murray Convention & Visitors
Bureau located at 201 South
4th Street. Those who register. will be placed on the Murray City-Wide Yard Sale map
along with a descnption of the
items being sold. The maps
will be able for sale at the
Murray Convention and Visitors Bureau, starting May. I.
There is also the option of
setting up, at no additional
charge, at Central Park's front
parking lot. Spaces are first
come first serve the morning
of the sale.
Applications and entry fees
must be submitted by April 30
to be on the map. Applications can be found at the murray CVB or on the website,
www.tounnurray.com. For any
questions or additional information, please call the Muray CVB at 759-2199.

To place an
ad call
753-1916 (''°
LF.MGEH TimEs

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center

HAPPENINGS
by Annita Prager
We've had another busy week
with lots of entertainment We
started the week off with Marie
Taylor on Tuesday. Teddy Futrell
was our special guest on
Wednesday. We were all inspired
by Ms testimony and message in
song. Were looking forward to
having turn back real soon. We
also had "For Heavens Sake- with
us Thursday night. We certainly
enjoyed them spending their
evening with us.
Heather Dawson, MStr student.
came out this week and gave us a
very informative presentation on
breast cancer She gave us some
brochures and Interesting information on cancer.
We couldn't go to Italy but we
brought Italy to Hickory Woods
this past Friday night. We had a
lovely candlelit dinner and music
to set the stage. Wanda served us a
special spaghetti meal and of
course. Italian cream cake for
dessert Our servers. Ethel. Lana
and Drew were decked out an their
chef hats and jackets. Drew experimented with different ways to
wear his hat I think we liked the
'cone head- way the best.
Whatever we do. we always have
a good time
Were looking forward to what
Ethel's got planned for us next
week and wain) weathet'
...Nothing else looks or feels like
home bat we come close

Summer School will be offered at Calk:
loway County High School for Calloway •
County High School students. The dates
will be May 29 through June II.
Sign up will begin today. Students need
to pick up information and sign up for
summer school in room 407 of the high
school.
Any student choosing to make up a class
from the fall of 2007 must sign up by Frilo's
day, May 2.
For more information, call 762-7374 ext.
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen 407 and speak with Glenn Leckie or call
the front office of the high school at 7624
Community
7374 ext. 0.
Editor

TOPS Chapter will meet
HOLLY WISE/Ledger and Times
PROCLAMATION SIGNED: Murray Mayor Tom Rushing and Calloway County JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins sign a proclamation Friday afternoon declaring the month of April as
Confederate History Month. Pictured with Elkins and Rushing are members of the United
Daughters of Confederacy and Sons of Confederate Veterans Pictured left to hght (front row)
are: Virginia Morgan, Frances Spillman, Sylvia Puckett, Donna Giugler, Li) Courtney, Millie
Filter and Billy Joe Puckett: back row, Johnny Young, Max Morgan, Tom Niter, Fran Osmus,
Melvin Henley, Sandy Forrest and Berry Grogan.

Froggyland Idol makes local talent the stars
Froggy 103.7 is pleased to
announce Froggyland Idol for
2008. As a fundraiser for Relay
for Life people from the area
are encouraged to come and
try out for the title of Froggyland Idol, with the gram]
prize being recording time at
Ohana Music in Mayfield and
getting to sing on stage at
Froggy Fest 2008, featuring
Tracy
Daniels,
Charlie
Lawrence and Jason Meadows.
Open auditions will be held
at Graves County High School
Performing Arts Center in Mayfield. April 24 at the Masquerade Theater in Union City,
Tenn, May I at the Murray
Banquet Center in Murray and
May 8 at the Krider Performing Arts Center in Pans. Tenn.
Following the open auditions
the Quarterfinals. Semifinals
and Finale rounds will be all
held at the historic Lovett Auditonum on the campus of Murray State University on May
14, 21, end 28. The Finale.
featuring the top ten singers will
be broadcast live across Froggy's 100,000 watts to all of
West Kentucky. Northwest Ten-

0

Jeans and Montana Silversmith.
played with Rodney Atkins.
Travis Tritt, John Michael
Montgomery and more), Nathan
Herron (2006 Idol, top 40 contestant on American Idol, and
currently on ('MT's "Can You
Duet-I, Steven Whitson (2007
Idol, has opened up for artists
such as Craig Morgan, Buddy
Jewell. Travis Tritt among many
others. And has been a regular performer in Pigeon Forge,
Tenn.

Ladiesof thellaks

KoolakeladiesGolf

Forgetting Sarah
R- 7:30 - 9:50
Nim's Island
PG - 7:05 - 9:10
Leatherheads
PGI3 - 7:20 - 9:40
88 Minutes

Kenlake State Park Ladies Golf has started and all interestladies are invited.
The ladies meet each Wednesday at 9 a.m, at the Kenlake
State Park golf pro shop.
Winners of golf play on April 16 were JoAnn Welsch. Evelyn Blivin and Pat Beadles.
Other players were Ina Horton, Jeanne Vance. Mary Neale
Barton, Mary Madajzyk, Freda Elkins, Gloria Thies, Betty
Judah and Janice Hamm.
For more information call Ina Horton at 1-270-354-9346.

R - 7 10 - 9-30

SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT & SUN ONLY
Street Kings
R - 7:00 - 9:20
Prom Night
PG13 - 7:35 - 9:35
21
PG13 .8:50
Horton Hears A Who
G - 6:55

[Bird;.nnouncemen/
Chassis Layne Wilkerson
Mr. and Mrs. Derrick Wilkerson of 482 Countryside Dr..
Murray, are the parents of a daughter, Chassis Layne Wilkerson, born on Sunday, April 13, 2008. at 1:01 p.m. at Murray.
Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 6 pounds 12 ounces and measured 19
inches. The mother is the former Sarah Minton.
Grandparents are Keith and Pans Wilkerson of Florence.
Afiz., and Charles and Serella Minton of Benton.

:

.
glantecanung
SUNDAY, MAY 4, 2008 • 10:00 A.M.
Worship, Fellowship, Dinner on the Ground
Cemetery Decoration, Remembrances
— All Welcome —

TOPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at
First Christian Church fellowship hall, I 1 1 North Fifth St.
Weigh-in will be from 5 to 5:30. For information call Johna
at 227-9521.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) is scheduled to meet Tuesday at 7
p.m, at the Calloway County Public Library. For information
call Pat at 489-2909 or Mike at 873-2336.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Enter from the southside rear door located
near the playground. The only requirement is that there be a
problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Bingo planned Tuesday
The Knights of Columbus will sponsor Bingo Tuesday from
6:30 to 9 p.m at the building at 332 Squire Rd.. Murray.
Funds from the Bingo help support local, national and international charities. For more information call 293-7061.

Murray High School Project Graduation will meet Wednesday at 5 p.m. in the school cafeteria. All parents of seniors
are encouraged to attend.

Assistance for veterans will be given
Veterans and their families will be given free counseling
and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits
Wednesday from 9 a.m. to noon at the National Guard Armory
at Murray. Ron McClure. regional field representative of Kentucky Department of Veterans Affairs, will give the assistance.
For information and appointments, call 1-877-012-0840 or email ronald.mcclure(eky.gov

ed

The ladies of the Murray Country Club will start their golf
play for the season on Wednesday morning at the club.
The lineup has been released as follows:
Team I - Linda Burgess, Patsy Green, Marilyn Adkins and
Inns On--Taylor;
Team 2 - Betty Jo Purdom, Barbara Gray, Betty Lowry,
Cyndi Cohoon and Patsy Oakley;
Team 3 - Debbie Hixon, Norma Frank, Jane Meyer, Ann
Stanley and Sheila Henry:
Team 4 - Jennifer Crouse, Betty Stewart, Susan Johnson
and Beth Belote.
'Team 5 - Peggy Shoemaker, Freda Steely. Marcia Beam and
Patsy Chaney.

III 40 •1•1•56111 •

.mOviesinmurray.com

Murray Chapter of TOPS #616 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are welcome. For
information call Joyce at 753-9080 or 226-4625.

Project Graduation will meet

The Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will play bridge on
Wednesday at 9:30 a.m, at the club house.
Shirley Wade will be hostess and ladies are asked to call
her at 753-2220 to sign up for play on Wednesday.
Winners of bridge play on April 16 were first place, Mary
Alice Smith, and second place. Cynthia Darnall. according to
Melva Hatcher. hostess.

LadlesofNiomiyeountryClob

S'
NO CHECKS.

005 Chestnut

*until Pleasant iSrour
4‘1 Unita) filetIldlist

Questions: Contact
Jane Jackson
753-7166

nessee, Southern Illinois and
Southeast Missouri.
Who becomes Froggyland
Idol will be up to the public.
as the voting for Froggyland
Idol will all be done online at
Froggy I03.com
Past contestants in Froggyland Idol have used the competition as a stepping stone to
further their music careers.
Some past contestants have
been; Darren Warren (2005 runner up, endorsed by Wranger

i he,111,-

Utlerbadi lid • Mims,.
PhOne12701715.87(10 • i1188 231-5014

Robert Jetton
Pastor

e-mail: jcbarkeenC100.111111111111111111:

Need Line lists items needed
Need Line has issued a new
list of items needed to replenish the pantry for the clients.
tuna,
They are salmon,
cereal,()at meal, spinach. Sauerkraut, spaghetti sauce, pinto
beans, instant dry milk, instant
potatoes, spaghetti, tomatoes
and Boost or Ensure (this is
a nutritional drink for our cancer clients) for the pantry. eggs
and bread for freezer/cooler:

dish liquid, toilet paper. bleach.
size 4 and 5 diapers and shampoo for personal hygiene and
cleaning supplies; and large
brown paper bags.
These items may be taken
to the Need Line building at
638 South Fourth St., Murray,
between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
For information call 7536333

KIDNEY FAILURE LINKED TO
DRUG USED DURING SURGERY
Trasylo16. a drug used to c)))))rol bleeding during surgery,
has been linked to kidney failure, dialysis and death. If you
or a loved one had surgery and then developed kidney
failure. call us now at I -500-THE-EAGLE for a free consultation,
We practice law only in Arizona. Ina associate with lawyers
throughout the country.
menr••••
• I
!Morn.%

OOLDBERG & OMBORNE
I400-7111341AOLE
(I 41004143-32451
www. soothr.sam..._

Spring registration planned
Calloway County Preschool/Head Stan spring registration
for the 2008-09 school year will be Friday from 8 a.m. to 2
p.m. and May 13 from 2:45 to 5:45 p.m. at the Calloway
County Preschool. Registration For information call 762-7410.

Eastwood holding registration
Eastwood Christian Academy is currently holding registration for the 2(108-09 school term for four and five-year old
kindergarten and grades one through 12. The student body is
a representative not only from Calloway County, but also from
neighbonng counties. Interested persons may call the academy office at 753-7744 to schedule an interview and tour of
the facilities. Office hours are 7:30 atm. to 3:30 p.m. The
academy is located at 2191 Ky. 94 East, Murray.

Money Management Class tonight
Goshen United Methodist Church will have a six-week class
on "Money Management," using the book. "Financial Peace,"
by Dave Ramsey, starting tonight at 6 at Goshen United
Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella community.
There is a cost for the literature, but scholarships are available to cover that cost. Everything else is free. Child care will
be provided. For more information or directions to the church,
call Mark Earhean, pastor. at 489-2910.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will •
offer vision and glaucoma screenings, blood pressure and pulse
checks today from 12:30 to 3 p.m. at Wal-Mart, Murray

Lodge meeting

tonight

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will
meet tonight at the lodge hall for a potluck supper at 6:30
p.m. and the meeting at 7:30 p.m. Work will be in the Entered
Apprentice Degree. Max Rogers, master, urges all Masons to
attend.

AARP Chapter will meet Tuesday
Kentucky Lake and Murray Chapter of the AARP will meet
Tuesday at 11:30 a.m. at Pagliai's Restaurant. Bill Wells will
discuss Recyclying and Make A Difference Day. All interested persons are invited.

MHS Council seeking nominations
Murray High School is seeking nominations for the School'
Based Decision Making Council. Any eligible parents may
pick up an application at the MHS office between the hours
of 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. Nominations must be received by Monday. Voting will take place April 24-25.

Senior scholarship 'offered
The Alumni and Associates of Calloway County Schools 15
offering a scholarship to seniors who have at least a 3.0 CPA
and an ACT score of at least 18. Also, at least one parent/guardiarl
or grandparent must be a member of the Alumni and Associates of Calloway County Schools. Applications are available in
the guidance office and are due by April 30.

CCHS boys basketball banquet planned
The Calloway County High School boys basketball banquet
will be Sunday. April 27, from 3 to 5 pm. at Kenlake State
Resort Park with the cost being $15 per person. There is no
charge for players or cheerleaders. For information call Chnstie
Arnold at 436-2132 or e-mail christopher@wk.net.
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MSU'S ROACH HONORED: Murray State University student
Amber Roach was honored Wednesday by MSU President
Dr. Randy Dunn as the first Kentucky recipient of a $1,000
grant award from W.K. Kellogg Foundation. She contributed
all of the money to Big Brothers Big Sisters of MurrayCalloway County. During the meeting, Roach also received
the American Humanities/Youth and Non-Profit Leadership
Senior of the Year Award for her involvement in several nonprofit efforts BBBS
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GROUND WORK: Members of Murray State University's Agriculture and Horticulture Club tear up the ground at the WeakS
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Community Center Saturday morning in preparation for new planting. The members plan to plant new shrubs and other plantings on the site as part of a local beautification project.

Calloway graduates announced
Murray Slate University will
honor its most recent graduates
on Saturday, May 10, at 10 a.m.,
inside the Regional Special
Events Center.
Complete and updated commencement information can be
viewed online at www.murraystate.edu. Persons seeking
additional information should
email questions to graduation murraystate.edu.
Guests who may require special accommodations should
contact the Office of Equal
Opportunity at 809-3155. or the
Regional Special Events Center

at 809-5577 or TDD - 12710
809-3361, for more information.
Parking will he available in
the Stewart Stadium parking lot.
Shuttle busses will he available
to transport guests Irom the
parking lot to the front doors of
the RSEC.
According to information
from the registrar's office, a total
of 1,308 students have applied
for degrees at the end of the
spring 2008 semester.
The following individual,
from Calloway County. KY, are
among the May 2008 graduation
applicants:
Amanda Adams, Bachelor of
Arts in Business, Randal Adams,
Master ef Science; David
Anderson Jr. Bachelor of
Science; Layal Atieh. Master of
Belcher.
Michael
Science;
Bachelor of Science, Michael
Bolen, Bachelor of Science,
Mandy Brandsasse. Bachelor
of Arts, Andrew Bright, Bachelor

of Arts, Wendy Burgess. Master
of Science, Jacob Geddes,
Bachelor of Science in Business;
Alexina Charette, Bachelor of
Science in Nursing; Lauren
Clemson, Bachelor of Science;
Cobb. Bachelor of
Ryan
Cooper,
Melissa
Science;
Bachelor of Integrated Studies;
of
Bachelor
Cooper,
Michael
Science; Joshua Cope, Bachelor
of Science; Lon Cornish, Master
of Science; Dana Crawford,
Bachelor of Science. Cynthia
Cripps. Master of Arts in
Education. Kalista Cunningham,
Bachelor of Science in Nursing,
Dominique Darnell: Bachelor of
Science in Agriculture; Brook
Dermas. Bachelor of Arts,
Sabrina Dial. Master of Public
Administration Eddie Dillon,
Bachelor of Science in Business;
Kaci Ellison. Bachelor of
Fairbanks,
Science; Jaime
Bachelor of Arts, Rhea Ann
Fianery. Bachelor of Science,
Cherry Fralick. Bachelor of
Science in Agriculture; Emily
Futrell. Associate of Arts; Daniel
Garfinkel, Bachelor of Science;
Kimberly George, Bachelor of
Science in Agriculture; Holly
Gibbs. Bachelor of Science in
of
Master
and
Business
Accountancy;
Professional
Sharma Gibson. Bachelor of
Arts: Matthew Gingles, Bachelor
of Science in Business. Scott
Gordon. Master of Fine Arts;
Meagan Hall. Bachelor of Music;
Ashley 'ennon. Bachelor of
Science in Nursing; Stephanie
of
Bachelor
Henderson,
Science; Billy Hendon. Bachelor
of Science in Agriculture;

Ramsey. Bachelor of Science;
Chelsea Riggins, Associate of
Arts, Bnan Robertson, Bachelor
of Science; Jo Robertson,
Master of Arts in Education,
Daniel Runnels, Bachelor of
Arts; Holly Rushing, Bachelor of
Lori
Studies,
Integrated
of
Saalwaechter, Bachelor
Integrated Studies, Sherrie
Sexton, Bachelor of Science in
Shelby,
Robin
Business;
Bachelor of Science, Michael
Science;
Sieboid. Bachelor of
Kathryn Smith. Bachelor of Arts
in Business, Ashley Stations,
Bachelor of Science. Dan
Thibeault Jr., Bachelor of
Science in Business; April
Thomason. Bachelor of Science
in Business; Megan Thweatt,
in
Science
of
Bachelor
Agriculture: Rhonda Timmons.
Bachelor of Integrated Studies,
Stefanie Tucker, Master of Arts
in Education; Wanda Tucker,
Bachelor of Science in Business;
Jared Vincent. Bachelor of
Science in Business. Dylan Vole,
Bachelor of Science, Courtney
Walker. Bachelor of Science,
John Wall. Bacheior of Arts,
Chantell Waters, Master of
Heather
Waters,
Science;
Bachelor of Music, Melissa
Watkins, Bachelor of Science;
TIOVUI Webb. Bachelor of
Welch,
Marshall
Science.
Bachelor of Arts, Nathan
Williams, Bachelor of Science;
Ashley Willis. Bachelor of
Wyatt,
Kimberly
Science;
Bachelor of Science in Business,
Sarah Yeatts, Bachelor of Arts;
Charlsie Young. Bachelor of
Science.

Melissa Huscusson. Bachelor of
Science; Lyndsi Keel, Bachelor
Keene.
of Arts: Stephen
Bachelor of Science; Jordan
Kelleher, Bachelor of Science;
Kara Kelso, Bachelor of Science;
David Kennedy. Bachelor of
Science in Business; Brittany
Lamb, Bachelor of Science; Paul
Lamb, Associate of Arts; Lacey
Latimer, Bachelor of Science;
Jacinda Lewis-Jobe. Bachelor of
Sociai Work; Marci Little,
Bachelor of Science in Nursing;
Nathaniel Luffman, Bachelor of
Arts, Leslie Lynn, Bachelor of
Arts in Business; Amy Mangle,
Master of Science; Susan
Marinoff, Bachelor of Science;
David McDowell, Master of Arts
Shannon
Education;
in
of
Bachelor
McGregor.
Jacob
Studies,
Integrated
Mckenzie, Associate of Arts.
Amy Meloan. Bachelor of
Science in Agnculture, Lauren
Miller, Bachelor of Science,
Lucas Miller, Master of Science,
Shannon Nelson. Bachelor of
Studies,
Jacob
Integrated
Nemey, Bachelor of Arts, Brent
Norsworthy, Master of Science,
of
Kayla Olive, Bachelor
Science; Aimee Olsen, Bachelor
of Science: Michele Overbey.
Bachelor of Science in Nursing,
Jennifer Parrish-Lamb, Masier of
Science. Gina Pfannerstill,
Bachelor of Science; Jeremy
Phillips. Bachelor of Science in
Pitman,
Aaron
Business;
Bachelor of Science; Megan
Polk. Bachelor of Science:
Bobby Potts. Bachelor of
Prescott,
Science, Felisha
Bachelor of Science, Daralyn

CCHS to benefit from crumb rubber grant
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Gov. contribute to our environment's
Steve Beshear has announced declining health.
Bill Cowan, CCHS athletic
the recipients of 43 crumb rubber grants totaling almost SI director, said he expected work
million, kicking off Kentucky's to begin soon on the project.
celebration of Earth Week. "It's a process where old, recyIneluded in the funding is cled tires are ground up into
$23,625 for the Calloway pieces about the size of a BB. It
County High School football then gets integrated into the
grass and soil so that the rubber
field.
Beshear said the crumb rub- pellets become a part of the
ber grants program encourages soil." he said.
Cowan said the crumb rubber
nvironmental stewardship.
"Recycling used to be seen as would improve drainage, allow
environmental the water to better permeate the
an
trictly
ction." Beshear said. -Today soil, allow for growth of grass
ycling has become an eco- and also help to keep grass in
omic issue. Recycling isn't just place.
"Crittenden County and
nod for the environment, it
Mayfield both have it, and svc
takes sense economically."
Beshear also signed a prods- were impressed by it," he said
ation designating April 16-22 "Next year we'll put in for a
s Earth Week in Kentucky. grant for the soccer field," he
tate government's Earth Week added.
Grants this year are going to
Env ironmental
cme
cadership: Go for the Green - projects involving playgrounds,
ncourages Kentuckians to take athletic fields, fitness/walking
)ook at their daily habits that tracks, a gym floor and even

Studies show that reading \
keeps the mird sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.
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horse stall matting - a University
Research
Kentucky
of
Foundation project at the
Kentucky Horse Park.
The grants are from the
Waste Tire Trust Fund, established by the 1998 Kentucky
General Assembly to receive a
SI fee from each sale of a new
tire in the state. The fund is dedicated to managing the 5 million
scrap tires generated in
Kentucky each year and to

developing markets for recycled
tire products. The program is
the
by
administered
Environmental and Public
Protection Cabinet's Division of
Waste Management.
Crumb rubber, made from
recycled scrap tires, is used for
mulch on playgrounds, for fitness/walking tracks, landscaping and for reduction in soil
degradation on athletic fields.

Bring Your Pet
In For Some Good,
Clean Fun!
Groomer: Diane Jackson
32 Years Experience

Full Service Grooming
For All Breeds of Dogs & Cats
Call Today For An Appointment ,

(270)753-6749

Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P.

MSU jazz musicians
wrap up season Tuesday
Murray's Big Apple Café will swing to the sounds of three
Murray State University Jazz Ensembles - The Jazz Band. Jazz
Combo and Jazz Orchestra, starting at 8 p.m. Tuesday. There will
be a $5 cover charge and all of the proceeds will benefit the MSU
Jazz Program's music library.
Todd E. Hill is the MSU Director of Jazz Ensembles. This will
be the final performance of all three
groups this academic
year.
"Playing in a public venue like the
Big Apple is a musical real-life expenence for the stuare
dents...They
dealing with so
many more variables
than playing a regular 'sit-down' concert" said Hill.
The monies the
bands earn at professional performances
goes directly to the
purchase of new literature for the stunew
dents. "A
arrangement for a
costs
band
big
around $60 on average. So you imagine
costs running up rapidly when you count
in two big bands and
Photo provided
a combo as well," he
said.
Baritone sax soloist Joel Roberts perThe program at forms with MSU Jazz Orchestra, which
the Big Apple will will preset its final performance of the
start with the MSU academic year Tuesday at The Big
Jazz Band (formerly Annie.
known as Jazz Band
2) is a fully staffed big hand including 6 saxophones. five trumpets,
four trombones and four rhythm players, and will feature music by
Count Basle, Thad Jones, Milt Jackson, Horace Silver and Antonio
Carlos Jobim The Jazz Combo features two horns, a full rhythm
section, and selections by Sonny Rollins, Joe Henderson. Charlie
Parker and other jazz legends.
The MSU Jazz Orchestra will start after the combo performance.
The group includes six saxophones. five trumpets. five trombones
and a full rhythm section. They will perform big hand selections by
Duke Ellington. Count Baste. Stan Kenton, along with jazz standards by Charles Mingus. Thelonious Monk. Oliver Nelson and
Mongo Santamana.
Trumpeter Dick Garretson will be featured on two selections
with the Jazz Orchestra: "Spring Can Really Hang You Up the
Most" and Keith Jarrett's "Lucky Southern."
The Jazz Orchestra was recently a featured performance group at
the Kentucky Music Educators Association Conference in
Louisville.
"We hope everybody will come out. have a great time. enjoy the
music and the relaxed atmosphere, and help support these highly
dedicated and gifted groups of young musicians." said Hill.
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DNA to
be taken
from
sect kids

Murray Ledger & limes

Impact of Pope's visit still unclear

SAN ANGELO, Texas (AP)
— More than 400 children taken
from a polygamous sect's ranch
will undergo DNA testing this
week, an attempt to determine
who their parents are and if any
sexual abuse took place.
Officials plan to begin taking
DNA samples Monday at the
coliseum in San Angelo where
the children are being housed,
but may need three or four days
to complete the job.
Walther
Barbara
Judge
ordered the tests at the request of
state officials, who have complained that members of the
Fundamentalist Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints have
continually changed their names,
possibly lied about their ages
and sometimes had difficulty
naming their relatives.
The process will likely take
about half an hour per sample
because of the paperwork and
care needed to avoid contamination, said Darrell Azar, a
spokesman for Child Protective
Services.
A certain number of DNA
markers — segments of the
DNA with specific genetic charactenstics — are tested to determine whether two people are
related. If any uncertainties
arise, analysts test additional
markers.
Three male member, of the
sect said in an interview aired on
CBS's "Early Show" Monday
that they would cooperate in
DNA testing if it would help
them get the children back.
"Whatever we need to do to
get them back in their peaceful
homes," a man identified as
"Rulan" said.
State prosecutors have argued
that the FLDS church encourages underage marriages and
births, subjecting children to
sexual abuse or the imminent
risk of abuse. "Rulan" said sect
members are reconsidering
whether girls under 18 should
have sex with adult men.
"Many of us perhaps were not
even aware of such a law," he
said. "And we do reconsider,
yes_ We teach our children to
abide the law."
When the DNA sampling is
completed, state officials will
begin to relocate some of the 416
children front the coliseum and
will separate the children
younger than 4 years from adult
mothers.
Officials say family relationships in the sect can be confusing
to outsiders because the children
of more than one wife live in the
same household.
The children identify all the
women in the house as their
mothers, and if a father leaves
the community, children and
mothers are reassigned to another man, a child welfare investigator testified during a hearing
last week.
Mothers of the youngest children had been allowed to stay
with the children before the
judge's order on Friday. But that
arrangement will end after they
are moved from the coliseum,
Azar said.

By ERIC GORSKI
AP Religion Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Pope
Benedict XVI's U.S. visit left
behind the impression of a compassionate and candid leader
who has made a successful transition front professor to pope.
But it's uncertain whether the
pontiff's six-day pilgrimage,
which ended Sunday, will make
a lasting imprint on a country he
obviously admires.
"In the short term, the trip
was an enormous success, probably beyond anyone's expectations, including those of the
pope himself," said Russell
Shaw, a Catholic writer and former spokesman for the U.S.
'bishops' conference. "Whether
the trip is going to have a significant outcome regarding the
large problems facing American
Catholicism, that's anyone
guess."
In Washington and New
York, Benedict sounded themes
about truth trumping moral relativism, rich nations' responsibility to care for poor ones, and
Catholics' call to live out their
faith in the public square. Above
all, the pope urged his audiences
to find hope in Jesus Christ.
Benedict did not come to
make provocative political
statements, opting for measured
tones. He spoke of keeping
the altar after a Papal Mass at
immigrant families together but Pope Benedict XVI, flanked by U.S Secret Service agents, gives a final blessing as he exits
not specific policy prescriptions. Yankee Stadium on Sunday.
He called for peace but did not
"I believe his humility and
American Catholics emphasize ulation.
archdiocese.
publicly address the war in Iraq. scarred Boston
"I saw the same phenomenon dedication to God and church.
from the church's conservative moral
takeaway
the
me,
"For
He took an unusual journey
be felt for years to come.'7:
week is the fact he stances on abortion, embryonic at the time of John Paul II," will
going to call
into the personal, recalling the this whole
said stem cell research and gay mar- Shaw said. "The big crowds, the Whyte said. "He's
victims,"
abuse
with
met
what we
struggles of his youth in Nazi
of riage; others champion its more enthusiasm, the charisma. us back to tradition,
editor
McGarvey,
Bill
Germany living under a "SINSa Web-based liberal stances on poverty and Looking back 20 or 25 years truly believe."
BustedHalo.com,
ter" regime.
Standing on an exit ramp
later — in terms of anything you
owned by a Catholic the death penalty.
He knelt in silence at Ground magazine
The pope during his trip con- can quantify in American after the papal Mass let out,
it. It was
did
"He
order.
religious
Zero, where for several
of Fairfield,
pnvate moment. He demned abortion, but also spoke Catholicism — it's all been Kathy O'Shea
moments the only sounds were a pastoral,
Conn., seized on one theme Of
repeated- of "the right to life of every downhill."
scandal
mentioned-the
the wind and camera shutters.
The pope's farewell to Benedict's U.S. trip: engaging
Pope Benedict is aware human being from conception to
One day. Benedict gave a ly.
America came at a Mass on in the public square.
to talk natural death."
need
Catholics
Amencan
philosophical speech to United
"I really hope this kind of
"I think the lasting impact of Sunday at storied Yankee
it — and heal. That is proNations diplomats in the morn- about
rekindles the fire, especially in
the visit will really be to unite Stadium.
found."
ing and was the closing act for
Before the pontiff arrived to this election year,- said O'Shea,
John Allen Jr., a senior corre- Catholics in one family of
"Our econan Amencan Idol and a rapping
National faith," said the Rev. Drew chants and waving flags, a priest a literacy volunteer.
the
with
spondent
friar at a youth rally in the afteromy is failing, our morality is
Reporter, an independ- Christiansen, editor of America, waited in line for popcorn.
Catholic
noon.
The Rev. Michael Whyte failing. I think we just really •
weekly, said Benedict came a Jesuit magazine.
He seemed comfortable both ent
Shaw, however, is skeptical wore a black cassock and white need to relight that fire. This
off as candid, kind and comfortplaces.
that Benedict's first U.S. visit as surplice, or tunic -- special was absolutely the perfect time
the adoring crowds.
Benedict's journey will be able with
'
to hcoome.
seems like a pope, however well-received, vestments to distribute Holy forAhimfew
he
"Basically,
repeatbest remembered for his
hours later, Benedict
Allen said, "which will reverse U.S. Catholicism's Communion. A parish priest
guy,"
nice
of
shame
the
about
ed comments
the Italian
over what troubling trends: declines in from the Hartford, Conn., arch- XVI climbed aboard
h's Clergy sexual abuse already is an advance
the
clioceae, Wbyte said Benedict's jetliner known as Shepherd One,
iVor :Mass attendanoe, a pricst aborta
m
sOSTelnair
65 milAmerica's
to
it
leaving
ast bald a drama* p.
with
etc'hemorrhaging membership trip has filled Catholics
meeting with five abe' Yearg kg
to decide what to •
lamented divi- and struggles to meet the needs pride — especially young lion Catholics
also
Benedict
victims from the scandaldo now that he's gone.
sions within the church. Some of a fast-growing Hispanic pop- Catholics.

CALLOWAY COUNTY
PRESCHOOL/HEAD START
SPRING REGISTRATION

Friday, Aril 25
from.8 a.m. - 2 p.m.

leamed/

and
If your child will be 3 or 4 years old on or before October 1st. 2008 come
register You will need to bong the following with you

V Certified Birth Certificate
V Social Security Card
V Proof of Income
(W-2's or Income Taxes for 2007)
V Insurance Card or Medical Card
V Custody Papers (if applicable)

Wits

Your child does need to be present
to register. Registration will be held Si the
Preschool which is behind
the Calloway County High School

Please call 762-7410 to
schedule your appointment.

LL
Calloway County Alliance for
Substance Abuse Prevention(CC-ASAP)
proudly welcomes . .

GENERAL ARTHUR T. DEAN
Chairman and CEO of
Community Anti-Drug Coalitions of America(CADCA)
on Monday, April 28
from 2:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
at Wrather Museum,
Murray State University
- Refreshments will be served. -
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A retired Major General of the U.S. Army, General Dean
is nationally recognized as a powerful leader in the fight
against drugs in this country. General Dean will discuss
the importance of Community Coalitions across the United
States, as well as in Kentucky and our own community.
Please go to www.ccasap.com for details about General Dean's
career. For more information, call CC-ASAP at 762-7333.
This event is free and open to the public.
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Smile! Now you can own the picture of that unforgettable
moment captured in the newspaper Family, friends, sports
and special events or photos related to your business
become timeless when professionally matted and framed
- delivered to your door in a day or two

Visit www.oterrayledger.ceam and click the blue button!
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RACER FOOTBALL

Griffin: Light bulbs go on
MSU HEAD COACH SEES GROWTH, MATURATION IN
FOOTBALL TEAM AS SPRING SESSION COMES TO CLOSE

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger 8 Times
Sophomore receiver Marcus Harris rumbles into the end
zone after catching an eight-yard pass from quarterback
Jeff Ehrhardt to score the first points of the Blue-Gold
Orne Saturday. Harris caught six passes for 82 yards
atrd two touchdowns.

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
During his three-year tenure as head
coach at Tennessee-Martin, Matt Griffin
remembers two players not only for what
they became, but for how far they came
in just one year's time.
He's not naming any names, but it's
a condition he's seen in college athletes
many times before. This particular pair
had Griffin pulling his hair out as sophomores. But then, as juniors, something
clicked.
"The fall of that third year, suddenly
they're all-conference guys," Griffin said.
"Light bulbs go on. They grow up. 1

think they come hack to campus, they
say, shoot, I'm halfway to a degree. I
need to take advantage of the time I have
left. We're going through the same thing
here now."
And with a pivotal third season awaiting him in the fall, Griffin hopes he can
bring about the same program transfor.
mation at Murray State as he did at Martin three years ago.
Griffin and the Racers capped off their
spring practice schedule with the annual
Blue-Gold scrimmage at Roy Stewart Stadium on Saturday afternoon and set the
bar high, at least as far as excitement is
concerned.

The Racer receivers, whom Griffin had
chided earlier in the spring, stole the
show, pulling down toss after long toss
from quarterbacks Jeff Ehrhardt and Chris
Franklin.
"We've got a little more competition
(at receiver)," Griffin said. "Right now,
we're three-deep at all the receiver positions and we're getting some play out of
them. I think they have made a lot of
progress. I think we've distributed the
ball a little better to them."
Redshirt freshman defensive end De''
Markus Lee intercepted a pass at the line
of scrimmage and rumbled 47 yards for
•See SPRING, 28

01/C MEN'S GOLF TOURNAMENT

CCHS SOFTBALL
ROUNDUP

Down fore the Count?

Lady Lakers
take it to top
competition

EKU DELIVERS KNOCKOUT BLOW TO
OVC FIELD, TAKING 17-STROKE

TEAM FARES WELL
AT LADY
COLONEL CLASSIC

ADVANTAGE AFTER ONE DAY
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
PADUCAH, Ky. — Jokingly, Cameron Carrico flexed his
muscles to friends and teammates after drilling his drive
on hole No. 8 Sunday afternoon at the Country Club of
Paducah.
Carrico's 320-yard booming
drive wasn't a joke though,
splitting the fairway on the
449-yard, par-4. Carrico parted
the hole en route to a 5 over
Then there was Eastern Kentucky's "par" performance,
which was no laughing matter
either.
The Colonels didn't just flex
their muscles. They nearly
bodyslammed the field of 10
teams by firing a 288, which
played par for the course and
gave them a I 7-stroke lead on
the closest team, that being
Murray State, which fired a
305 after day one of the Ohio
Valley Conference Men's Golf
Tournament.
Tennessee Tech (308, +20),
Austin Peay i310, +22) and
Tennessee Martin (313, +25)
rounded out the top five.
The bottom five include Jacksonville State (315, +27), Samford University(315,+27), Eastern Illinois (318, +30), Tennessee State (325, +37) and
Morehead State (333, +451.
The Colonels were Murray
State head coach Eddie Hunt's
choice to win this year's tournament going in and his Racers are right where the coach
would like them to be — in
second place — but not 17
strokes behind.
"I was surprised. I thought
the sconng would be pretty
good," Hunt said "Obviously,

Eastern Kentucky just played
exceptionally well. As it turned
out, we finished in second place,
which is where you want to
be. You just don't want to be
17 strokes behind after the first
day."
Hunt is hoping for better
things to come on Day 2. In
order for that to happen, the
Racer coach says his team will
have to get on the same page
and do it early.
"If we can just move up a
little hit today and have a shot
on the last day, that's all I
could really ask for. If Eastern
plays again like they did (Sunday), it's going to be a tough
road to hoe for everybody."
Individually. Colonel golfers
occupy the top three overall
land four of the top five positions) spots with junior Jesse
Massie in the individual lead
by a stroke after a round of
70 (-2).
Boyle County High School
(Danville, Ky.) graduate and
EKU senior Phil Hendrickson
was the only other player to
finish in the red, firing a !under, 71.
Murray State has three players that finished in the top 20.
Nick Newcomb and Jerry
Price are in a four way tie for
seventh place with Martin's
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger 8 Times
Cole Floyd and TTU's Jon Fox.
Newcomb and Price each Jerry Price is in a four-way tie for seventh place with teammate Nick Newcomb after
one day of the OVC Tournament. Pnce shot a 3-over, 75.
III See OVC,28

Carrico picks up more
hardware for the mantle
MSU IHNKSTER TAKES HOME FRESHMAN OF THE YEAR

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger Si Times
Cameron Carrico watches this drive on No. 8
Sunday during the first round of the OVC
Men's Golf Championship at the Country Club
of Paducah. Carrico earned Freshman of the
Year honors after a very successful spring.

golfer to earn the Freshman of the
By MICHAEL DANN
Year Award, which was first given
Sports Editor
PADUCAH. Ky. ---- Cameron out in the 2005 season.
Eddie Hunt, MSU golf coach,
Carrico will have to move his Mr.
Kentucky golf award down the said it would have been a crime
not to name Carrico Freshman of
mantle a little bit.
A year after picking up the top the Year.
"I was extremely pleased. but I
honor for all Bluegrass High School
preps. the Owensboro Catholic High would have been very disappointSchool graduate can now add Ohio ed if he had not been named FreshValley Conference Freshman of the man of the Year," Hunt said. "He
had an outstanding spring season,
Year to his hardware.
Carrico capped off a very impres- which is what you want to sec."
Carrico was also a second-team
sive season with a stroke average
of 73.34 over 32 rounds during All-OVC selection following an outthe 2007-08 season, lie was named standing rookie campaign and joined
OVC Golfer of the Week on April the list with teammates Nick New16 after placing third out of 96 comb and Jerry Price.
Newcomb and Carrico were also
competitors at the UK Bluegrass
Invitational to cap the regular sea- named to the All-Newcomer Team.
Newcomb, who transferred in
son.
He is the first Murray State from Louisville. averaged 73.25

strokes over 32 rounds He also
scored five Top 10 finishes during the year
Price totaled 73.28 strokes in
32 total rounds in 2007-08 and
scored four Top 5 finishes.
With all three Racers garnering
()VC attention, Hunt knows that will
only pay off in dividend., for the
program.
"I really felt like with Nick and
Cameron making the All-Newcomer Team, I think that says that
Nick had an good season also,"
he said.
"But with all three of them
making Second Team, I think that's
great representation for our program and for the school."
Eastern Kentucky put three players on the First Team, which includ•See CARRICO, 2B

Staff Report
The l.ady Laker softball
team may have gone 2- I - I in
the Lady Colonel Classic this
weekend, but more than wins
and losses, Calloway County
went up against some stiff competition and didn't back down.
The Lady Lakers fell to Trinity Christian, of Jackson. Tenn..
5-1, but picked up wins over
Christian County (3-1) and
North Hardin (7-5), before ending in a tie with (Lexington)
Paul Dunbar (2-2).
Trinity Christian is a twotime defending state champion in their class and boast a
pitcher who throws consistently in the mid-60's and has
signed with the University of
Tennessee.
Meanwhile, Trinity has not
been scored upon in 14 games
and didn't allow a hit in the
tournament, until they played
Calloway County.
Despite losing 5-I. the game
was scoreless through three
innings. Trinity
Christian
scored two runs in the fourth
and fifth inning and tacked
on a run in the sixth.
Mi See CCHS,28

MHS BASEBALL
ROUNDUP

Tigers
suffer two
losses at
ACA
MHS OPENS
4TH DISTRICT
PLAY TONIGHT VS.
MARSHALL
Staff Report
Murray High took two losses in weekend action at the
Jackson Purchase ACA Wood.
bat Classic, held at Graves
County.
The Tigers dropped a 5-2
game to Lone Oak and lost
to Tennessee power Dyersburg
6-1. The losses ended a seven game win streak and were the
first for Murray since the Wide
World of Sports on April 3.
Against Lone Oak, Murray
struck first in be top of the
first as David Kuykendall
walked, stole second, advanced
to third on a passed ball and
scored on another passed ball.
The Tigers had a run without
getting a hit in the first.
Lone Oak answered in the
bottom of the first, however,
evening the game at one. Tiger
starter Brock Downey walked
three hitters and gave up a
single.
The Purple Flash added two
•See TIGERS. 2B
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THOROUGHBREDS ROUNDUP

Perconte pitches shutout as 'Breds
pick up weekend win at EKU
By MSU Sports Information
Murray State right hander Mike Perconte
tossed a complete-game seven -hit shutout as the
Thoroughbreds took the opening game of a doubleheader, 6-0, over Eastern Kentucky Saturday
afternoon at Hughes Field in Richmond.
Perconte (2-4) limited the Colonels offense to
just one extra-base hit while sinking out seven
and walking only one. He ran into trouble in
the first inning as EKU (16-17-1, 7-6 °VC>
was able to load the bases with one out, but
was able to get out of the jam with a strikeout
and a comebacker to the mound. He would only
allow two other base runners into scoring position the remainder of the game.
The 'Breds (13-18. 4-8 OVC( got more than
enough offense in the third inning as Daniel

Miller reached on a one-out mot and went to
second on a Blake Helm single through the left
side. Kyle Tiernan would walk to load the bases
before Zach Noonan plated two runs with a single up the middle. Wes Cunningham would follow with a single through the right-side to give
MSU the three-run cushion.
MSU added to its lead in the sixth as they
loaded the bases on a pair of hits from Andrew
Cella and Elliot Frey. and a hit by pitch from
Matt Hon. They would only get one run of the
inning on a double-play ball off the bat of Miller.
The 'Breds added to the lead in the eighth
as Frey was hit by his team-leading 13th pitch
and advanced to third on a single to right center off the bat of Hon. Miller would drive in
the runner from third with a sacrifice fly to center field.

•Spring
From Page 1B
the score, setting off the most
raucous on-field celebration of
the day.
Charlie Jordan rolled out on
the halfback pass and found
Marcus Harris for a 35-yard
touchdown bomb. An unknown
freshman named Joe Gamsky
came up with two sacks and
led the defense with eight tackles.
Perhaps more significantly,
-new offensive coordinator Keeth
-Matheny got to unveil his no-huddle spread offense which,
if you ask the star quarterback, is the hottest game in
town.
"I definitely love it."
Ehrhardt said. "It's so much
fun to play in, just run around
and make plays and never have
to come back to the huddle.
It's a ton of fun to run it. We
love it."
Scheme-wise, there isn't a
whole lot of difference in Matheny's offense and the spread
the Racers ran last season. The
difference, however, lies in the
Speed at which it is run. Griffin said the team is still learnIng to play no-huddle, and fans
didn't see the offense at its
fastest pace during the spring
game.
:,'We didn't go our fastest
race at all, which was fine,"
he said. "We wanted to take
our time and keep people here
for an hour. But I like what
were doing, I like the way
were doing it. I like the installation of it, but there's still
some things we need to improve
on.'•
The passing game looked
nearly flawless. Ehrhardt and
Franklin hit their targets, combining for 234 yards through
the air in the scrimmage that

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
Sophomore safety Marvin Robinson Jr. breaks up this
pass in the end zone during the annual Blue-Gold spring
game Saturday afternoon at Roy Stewart Stadium. The
game capped off Murray State's spring practice schedule.
lasted a total of 61 plays.
Harris and Daniel Aral stole
the show on the receiving end.
Harris pulled down a gamehigh six passes for 82 yards,
and Ard made two leaping
grabs for 88 yards.
- Nab:art-ding to Griffin, the
defense and the offense are
about at even-par. Both units
had their shining moments on
Saturday. Both had their notso-shining moments as well.
The crowning acheivement
for the defense was a goalline stand in which the offense
failed to run the ball in on
three attempts.
The offense, on the other
hand, pulled off a pair of third-

and-long conversions.
After 61 plays and a little
more than an hour, the scrimmage brought what Griffin
called his best spring at Murray State to an end, a spring
that was marked by an increase
in depth.
"Last year, being the second year. when one of those
starters goes down, he's backed
up by a true freshman." Griffin said. "This year, it's a little different. If we have one
of our juniors go down, he's
backed up by a sophomore
who played in four or five
games last year. It's a better
situation, it's a slow process
moving forward."

Murray State University
College of Education - Office of the Dean
Announcement of NCATE Review for Murray State University
The College of Education at Murray State University is scheduled for a fall 2008
accreditation review by the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education
NCATE). Federal regulations require that accrediting agencies allow for public comment on the qualifications of institutions or programs under consideration for initial or
continuing accreditation.
Both NCATE and Murray State University recognize graduates, parents, schools and
community organizations have valuable perspectives on the quality of the programs
that prepare teachers and other school personnel. We invite interested parties to submit
written testimony on the College of Education at Murray State University to:
Board of Examiners
NCATE
2010 Massachusetts Ave. NW
Washington. IN' 20036-1023
or by email to callforcomments0Pncate.org
Comments must address substantive matters related to the quality of professional education programs offered at Murray State University and should specify the respondent's relationship, if any, to the institution (i.e., graduate, present or former faculty
member, employer of graduates). Copies of all correspondence received will be sent to
Murray State University for comment prior to the review. No anonymous or oral testimony- will be considered
Letters of comment should be received by September I, 2008.
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From Page 1B
more in the bottom of the
third, giving Lone Oak a 31 lead. Lone Oak scored two
more in the bottom of the
fifth, leaving Murray with a
5-1 deficit to overcome in the
final two frames.
The Tigers did get some
offense going in the sixth,
thanks to a couple of Flash
miscues. Shawn
McClure
reached on a fielding error
and Tyler Holzschuli earned
it walk. A Keaton Tate single
drove in McClure, but that
was all Murray would get.
falling 5-2.
Tate was I -for-3 with an
RBI and Tanner Richerson
went 2-for-4 at the plate to
lead the offense for the Tigers.
Downey pitched five innings
and was relieved by Kuykendall in the sixth.
Against Dyersburg, Murray's hats were once again
silent. Dyersburg scored two
runs in the bottom of the first
and took a 2-0 lead into the
fourth inning, where they
scored two more.
The Tigers got their only
run of the game in the fifth,
when pitcher Chess Volp
earned a walk and scored on
a pitcher's throwing error.
Dyersburg scored two more
in the sixth, making the final
score 6-1.
Murray managed just one
hit on a Brock Downey single in the fifth inning.
The Tigers will try to get
back on the winning track as
they open district play tonight
at Marshall County. Game time
is set for 5 p.m.
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
National League Standings
Amencen League Standings
An Times EDT
AN Times CDT
East Division
East Division
W L Pct GB
W L Pct GB
11
on
-&nick.
Honda
1J /650 —
10 7 588 1/2
New York
Baltimore
11
8579 1 1/2
2
Atlanta
9 9 500
Toronto
10 9526 2 1/2
9 10 474 21,2
Philadelphia
New York
10 10500
3
Washington
S 14 263 61/2
Tampa Bay
8 11 421 4 1/2
Central Division
Central Division
W L Pet 06
W I Pct GB
—
12 6 667
Chicago
Chicago
11
7 611
—
1/2
12
7 632
St I ouis
Kansas City
9 10 474 2 1/2
11
76t1
1
Milwaukee
Minnesota
9 10474 2 1/2
8 11 421 4 1/2
Cincinnati
7 12 368 4 1/2
Cleveland
7
Pittsburgh
11
389
5
Detroit
6 13 316 5 1/2
7 12 368 5 112
Houston
West Division
West Division
W L Pet GB
W LPet GB
Los Angeles
12 8600 —
5'22
—
Arizona
13
Oakland
12 8600 4
9 9 500
Colorado
&wee
2
10 10500
9 10 474 4 1/2
7 12 388 41/2
San Diego
Texas
San Francisco
8 11 421 51/2
7 11 389
6
Los Angeles
Sunday's Games
Toronto 5, Detroit 3
Sunday's Games
Boston 6, Texas 5
Flonda 6 Washington 1
N V Yankees 7. Baltimore 1
Cincinnati 4 Milwaukee 3 10 innings
Chicago White Sox 6 Tampa Bay 0
Atlanta 6 L A Dodgers 1
Minnesota 2. Cleveland 1. 10 innings
Houston 6 Colorado 4
Seattle 4. L A Angels 2
San Francisco 8 St Louts 2
Oakland 7, Kansas City 1
Monday's Games

Texas ((Iabbard 1-0) at Boston
(Buchholz 0-1), 10•05 a in
Detroit (Galarraga 1-0) at Toronto
(Marcum 2-0), 11 37 a.rn
Tuesday's Games

Texas (Padilla 2-1) at Detroit (Vertander
0-3), 605 p.m.
L A Angels (Jar Weaver 1-3) at Boston
(Beckett 2-1). 605 pm
Toronto IL/inch 2-0) at Tampa Bay
(Shields 1 1). 6 10 p m
Cleveland (Sabaftwa 0-3) at Kansas
City (Meche 1-2), 7 10 p m
N Y Yankees(Wang 3-0) at Chicago
White Son (Contreras 1-1). 7t1 pro
Minnesota (Hernandez 3-0) at Oakland
(Blanton 1-3). 9'05 p m
Bartirnore (Gutter° 0-1) at Seattle
(F Hernandez 2-0), 9 10 pm

Chicago Cubs 13 Pittsburgh 6
San Diego 9 Anzona 4
Philadelphia 5 N V Mets 4
Monday's Games
NY Mets (Maine 1-1) at Chicago Cubs

(Zarrerano 2-1) 605 p.m
Florida (Hendrickson 3-1) at Pittsburgh
(Morris 0-2), 6 05 p.m
Washington (Chico 0-3) at Atlanta
(T Hudson 2-1). 6 10 p m
L A Dodgers(Penny 2-2) at Cincinnati
(Belisle 0-0), 6 10 pm
San Diego (Germano 0-1) at Houston
(Oswalt 1-3). 7'05 ,
11
St Louis (Wainwright 2-11 at Milwaukee
(Villanueva 1-2), 705 pro
Philadelphia (Kendrick 1-2) at Colorado
(Redman 2-1) 7 35 p m
San Francisco (Correia 1-2) at Arizona
(Owings 3-0) 8 40 p m
Tuesday's Games
St Louis (Lohse 2-0) at Milwaukee
(Parra 1-1) 12 05 p m
N V Mots (Figueroa 1-0) at Ch.cago
Cubs (Ldly 0-3) 1 20 p.m

Florida (Notasco 1-t( at Pittsburgh
(Mahofm 0-2). 605 p m
Washington (Larrnan 0-2) at Atlanta
(Srnoltz 3-01. 6 10 p m
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From Page 1B
The Lady Lakers had three
hits on the day. One by Sam
Butts, Kayla Cunningham and
Toree Rogers.
Ashton Futrell picked up
the loss, lasting six innings
and giving up five runs on
five hits with two strikeouts.
In the 7-5 win over North
Hardin, the Lady Lakers got
behind 4-0 after three innings,
but in the third inning exploded for five runs on five hits.
Kristin Boggess led Calloway at the plate, going 3for-3, while Jackie Metcalf
and Meagan Starks went 2for-4. Kayla Cunningham was
2-for-3 with an RBI.
Brittany Reynolds started
the game for CCHS and lasted three innings, allowing five
runs on four hits
Whitney Gardner got the
win in relief, allowing no runs
on just two hits.
Against Dunbar, Kentucky's
No. 9 rated team. Gardner
lasted seven innings, allowing
two runs on four hits and
three K's.
In the first inning. Metcalf
led off with a single and Butts
then reached on an error.
Starks' sacrifice-fly scored
Metcalf and Boggess drove in
Butts with a single.
The biggest of all wins for
the Lady Lakers may have
come against No. 2 ranked
Christian County, who CCHS
beat 3-1.
Metcalf led the game off
B
wuitthts asitnrigple
le. and scored on a
In the third inning with two
outs, a two-RBI single By
Alyssa Cunningham put the
Lady Lakers up 3-0.
Futrell pitched seven innings
and allowed just one run on
seven hits, while striking out
three.
The Lady Laken: will travel to Lone Oak to play at 5
p.m. tonight and Calloway
County goes to Murray High
for the first of two 4th District games on Tuesday. The
Lady Lakers will close out
the week by playing in the
Tom Corbitt Invitational in
Waverly, Tenn.

Murray

L A Dodgers (Kuo 0-0) at C•ncinnati
(Voigue7 2-0) 6 10 p m
Sari Diego (Peavy 3-01 at Houston
(Backe 1-21 7 05 p m
Philadelphia (Myers 2-1) at Colorado
(Francis 0-2). 7 35 pm
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From Page 1B
finished with a 3-over-par 75.
Newcomb, a sophomore
transfer from the University of
Louisville and Marshall County alumni, played almost flawlessly with five birdies on the
day, but suffered a setback on
No. 5 with a triple bogey and
added a double bogey on the
backside's No. 14.
Price, a senior from Daviess
County High School, entered
the clubhouse with two birdies
and five bogeys.
Carrico played even par
through the first nine, but
endured a double and triple
bogey on the backside, parlayed with one bogey and one
birdie for a 77 and sits in 13th
place.
Jared Wolfe carded a sixover 78 and is in 19th place,
while Mitchell Moore turned
in a I2-over 84 after turning
an seven bogeys and one double. Moore had a quadruplebogey-eight on the par-4. No.
13.
Hunt knows that his team's
scores could have been better,
particulary from his top three.
"We could have had a couple of really good rounds yes-

terday,- Hunt added. "Nick really battled back. He had a couple of had holes with a triple
and a double and still finished
with five birdies. Jerry played
good and Cameron could have
had a better day. We're in it,
we've just got to really start
putting some pressure on Eastern Kentucky."
This year's tournament is
being hosted by Tennessee Tech
and is being held at the Country Club of Paducah for the
sixth time in seven years. The
par-72. Robert Trent Jones
designed, Country Club of Paducah course is playing at 6.849
yards in length.
NOTES: EKU. who won
the 2006 OVC Championship
and is in search of its I 1 th
OVC Championship this year..
Tennessee State's Richard Gill
was one of the first players to
tee off on Sunday and proand
duced a round of 73 i
is tied for third place overall...
The defending champion Gamecocks will have some work to
do if they want to repeat as
OVC Champions and win their
third title in five years...
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From Page 1B
ed Phil Hendrickson. Jesse
Massie and Trey Bowling.
Austin Peay's Grant Leaver.
Jacksonville State's Gonzalo
Berlin and John Fox of Tennessee Tech rounded out the
team.
Justin Moore (EKU). Julian
Colmenarcs (IISU) and Barrett
Steakley (TTU) joined Cam co. Newcomb and Price on the
Second Team.
Cole Floyd of Manin, as
well as Luke Sherrod (APSU
and Gonzalo Berlin (JSU) made
up the Newcomer Team with
Carnet) and Newcomb.

radio
TODAY
ARENA FOOTBALL
7pm
ESPN2
Philadelph(a a( .-.oicrnbus
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBAU.
6 p.m.
ESPN — N V Mets at Chicago (.-ubs
NBA SASKETBALL

p.m.
TNT — Playces, first round game 2
Washington at Cleveland
MX p.m.

- - Playoris. first round game 2
Utah at Houston
NHL HOCKEY
6 p.m.
VERSUS -- Playoffs Eastern
Conference quarterfinals game 6
Washington at Philadelphia

TNT

You don't have to be a farmer to get
FARM BUREAU INSURANCE.
Insurance available in city or county
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or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
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BINGO
Murray High
Booster Club
At Knight, of Columbus
Squire Rd
6PM on the
1st Sat of the month
THE Murray Ledger
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Diesel
Tech/Mechanic
for High
Paying position
Great Benefits 8
Retirement
Looking
for a Career Not
iust a Job
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DO you Mae working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for you Foil time and
part time positions
available
Apply at
Wee Care
109 S. 1516 St
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
EXPEFiNICED roofers
needed. Can
7534356 or 293-0354.
FULL. time bookkeepexperience
er,
computer
reauired,
knowledge required
Apply in person Welch
-.Concrete Products, US
:::4-1WY 641 North. Alm,
::XY
FULL-TIME Customer
:::Support
: CRepresentatrves needCSRs provide
.•phone support for
Power:2.104(n line of
solutions 1 year college required
Healthallsidental
insurance 18 paid
days off/year retirement Email resumes
to candiortepower.
chum corn
hiring
now
KFC
cashiers it cooks Mist
be available for all
shifts. Apply in person
205N 12th St.
LOCAL small business
seeking administrative
assistant Part time
position
summer
becoming full time
:.ijacisition in the fall
•::Transportation, basic
.
..Z7computer and office
a must Payroll
bookeeping axon",..:nence a plus Mail
-:erasume to P.O. Box
.•)965 Murray KY 42071.
.•.
::::MITRRAY real estate
,',..1icensing class Four
June
weekends.
r:N270)223- 0 7 8 9
delomeadams EyahoO.
COM

The City of Murray has the following vacancy.

Position:

(ortspiete Formal Wear HoddeKrusers

Street Sweeper
(part-tune employment - approximately 25 hours
per week Must be able to work night shift on
Friday through 'Tuesday nights.)

)k.

drivers rhaeded.
Competitive
wages
and benefits. Home
every 2 weeks. Mut.
have Class A CUL with
minimum 3 years OTR
experience.
Clean
MVR (800)468-6087
PRIVATE sitter for
References
infant.
required. Please call
873-7385.
RESIDENT
ASSISTANT
Must provide direct
supervision and assislance to residents of a
group home for the
ill
menially
Olt10(
responsibilities include
providing monitoring
arid maintaining
Behavioral
Health
Initiatives is now hiring
at our Puryear
Applicants must possess the ability to
relate well with residents and staff
High school diploma or
equivalent and valid
License

Ws Wm St.
Warm KY 42071
t21917984101

Street Department

Pay per hour:

$10.00

Requirements:

Must have valid Kentucky drivers license
Must have high school diploma or GED

RETAIL sales, warehouse work, lifting &
delivery, customer rolabons, full time position.
Please call for app(.
(270)
759-4979
SECRETARY/f3OOKR
LEPER. coriatfoction
and or trucking industry and plus Send
resume to PO Box
816. Murray
SONIC. of Murray Is
looking for experiRestaurant
enced
Manager. Pay rate
and benefits will
depend on experience. Please send
to:
resume
Restaurant Manager,
137 Gibbs Store Rd.
Murray, KY 43071.
SPORTABL E
Scoreboards offers
opportunities for individuals who share our
positive commdments
and goals
We are on search of
full time day shift
employees for score
bor-d assembly
Successful candidates
are self-motrystect
detaN oriented and
take pride in the mei,
ty of their work Use
of small Rand tools
arid reading schematics are required to
assemble the scoreboards Having electronic skills is a plus
Salary is commensurate with experience
Sportebee
Scoreboards offers a
corropentive, comprehensive benefit pack
ago Apply at 106
Max Hurt Drive.
Murray or direct
resume to.
'Mg _recrultIng•soor
eboerdl.com

You are reuponsible for the deductible that
pay $9542 on Part A. $131 on
more information

!Wedmore does not
Pert B Coll me for

753-7890 •8 a.m.-b p.m.
No employment benefits with this position as it is a part-date position.
Any one interested in this positron contact Street Department
Supenntendent. Ron Allbntten at 210-762-0377 or the Personnel
Department at 270-762-0110 ext. 101
Application for employment is available by contacting the City Clerk's
office at 104 N 5th Street CM on-line at w_ww murrav.ky.goy (click
Administration tab and then the Personnel tab)
Applications will be accepted until Monday. A pnl 28, 2008 at

The Butcher

Nock

Now hiring help ter a friendly and relaxed cernos
phere where we wilt be serving quality meat arid
food wet excellent giiest service We must con
side( you to be genuinely Inendly tKritworitiy and

4-x11' grain auger, with
out motor, $50
748-6477

committed to the best interest ol our guests and
team members Hiring cashiers and deli help that
can be on Arne and willong to go the extra mile
11181 positions available to the right individuals

JD 600 Hrboys $3.500
JD 60001-ficycles
$7,500 Tobacco
sticks. 15 each
(502)550-4080

Come be a port of the Butcher Block where we
sf Ideal al your expectations
Email resume to
thebuIcherbiockalmorrayegmoil corn or
mall to II Resumes PO lox 1022
Murray. CV 42071

UPRIGHT piano. good
condition
$900.00
(270)210-2050

Areiress
Far Isis
CLEANING houses 20
years experience
270-759-9553
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129
clean
WILL
houses/offices Please
nail (270)293-5806

MOM COMPUTERS

New Far Sin I

GUEINEA eggs. and
Keats (baby
Gueirsea's) 437-4823.

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235.
227-6004
BUYING old US Coln
collections. Paying
Blue Book velum.
2934999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray.

SCRAP
CARS

HO Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions
Fiat screen Plasma &
LCDs Rear Protection
also
LG
Toshiba.
Hitachi & Sony We
have a large selection
8 TV carts
Beasley Antenna 8
Satellite. 759-0901

ters

KR- Keith's Lawn and
Tractor Parts and
Service 759-9631

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPEIANCIS

vs/ HAVE

605

2

ti

T II ST
•

Ferelekleps

93 16x80 Fleetwood
Reflections, 36R. 28A
78 Motorhorne Piano
227-0379
BOWFLEX ultimate 2.
51.000- 293-5062

tby

fr-T-and small
aquanum 753-0089

GOLF cart. Yamaha
48V, top, windshield
seat covers, abecitutely
like new $3.500
435-4714

16x80 2 BR. 2 BA
$2.950 down. $435 per
no. 55 Jessica Ln
Bonnie
Byerty.
Princpal Broker. 7520729
1983 Fairmont 14x70,
3-01.1 1.5-8A, LR pue
out. Riviera Cl 51.
Must
be
moved.
56,000-000
753-0250. 703-5804.
1996
Fleetwood
16x80. 38R. 2f3A.
Excellent
condition
(2701489-2525.

I

Need furniture?
Mike
Fail

-Owner RAIVIWICS***

flING
SPECIAL.
Purchase
a
new
Clayton Horne in the
of
April
month
and
NO
PAYreceive
MENTS FOR FOUR
110091THSII Call for
detail at 731-584-9429

wit)V,(0.
WARD ElktINS

I

UOUIDATION Sale
All 2006 Homes Must
Go'
Unbelievable Deals
Only 4 left
Save
Thousands" Call now
731-584-9429

REPO 2005 Douiale
Wide 5 BR home on 1
acre located in Pans,
TN. Cat 731-584-9429
for more details.

WARD [LIONS

s

We sell new & used.

MAIN ST.
FURNISHINGS

Ohms For Rot
Nice 2 BR trailer, no
pets 753-9866
Small 28R
753-6012

$225

1407 Main

761-7653
King brass bed welt
contemporary
black
set (270)753-2135

ip-suft

*MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENTS*

- PREPLANNING

•-•

Dallas Willoughhy
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

Avoid inflationary cost

6- COMPANIES TO CHOOSE FROM

price; single
payment plan

Lodi in

ALL KENTUCKY AVAILABLE PLANS
PART-D DRUG PLANS ALSO
COMPETITIVE RATES

pay or

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

Ron Saliln - Local Agent
Phone(270)759-1565
Cell (270)210-2533
ONIMMONNIMININIMIIM

201 S 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry Ism,Koren boa • t

-

4111.1011111.1111111.1.111L

HOUSTON ELECTRIC & ALAN%

4;ly

227-35741
Cad let a Free Estimate

Irierbecial Oosseenecideadlepilli
Peat lesapatesse ServiaaIVY

'

I4-visatci
-

Ficiner

_J

chntar60nrnz.n1 cen-

Repairs/Upgrades
711111.61110

5:00 p.m.

11 HP Swissher pul
behind 44- mower
Rarely used. 5 years
old. $000 753-5958

1 & 2 bdr welt No
pets Leave a mils
sage 270-753-1970
1 Bedroom apartment
ewer, and nice, all
appliances. including
W/D
No
Pets
(270)436-2524 or
293-6906
1 OR 2b; apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at 5200/mo
753-4109
182 BR apts. 1-year
lease 1EIR $350.00,
28R $475.00 Call
Hamlet North Apts
753-7559

weicalturtiryfeeeer.e
mur•
g

2 BR apt.. extra nice
1403A
6540.
Valleywood Available
May 1st 753-3018

f`
•
www.ileurryoreagei

SIMV
REAKT

FREE dELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR "1 CLIENTS

WORK from homel
liasepurated 500 company No sales. not
mlm (270)804-5648

2
11814140Pyr(819100121
,

L54

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 1(20% "the Dedurtthles,

148841174M

All Oomiso TntavothOlso •ilium Stuns • Gnarl Oman

18

required
BH1 is an Equal
Opportunity Employer
Please send resume
to
Behavioral Health
Initiatives
36C Sandstone Circle
Jackson, TN 38305

INSURANCE

!COE latiPt:Dg
-•
Limoussrano A Vans
mi/Entingliv•

Department:

orai

Driver's

DIGITAL Printer
Operator needed for
local direct mail
company f 1111-11Te
positron with benefits
Day shift Monday
through Friday with
occasional overtime
and weekends Lifting
and
computer experience
reamed Send resume
or apply in person at
Automated Direct Mail,
1410 North 1216 Si
Suite G. Murray. KY
42071

$& SERVICE DIRECT

NIGHT time
Bartenders, full or part
time. For app!. call
(731)782-3775
NOW taking applications for all poeltions
and all shifts. Apply
In person M Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 1216
St., Murray, KY. tto
phone calls.

A.
2BR duplex,
garage No pets.
753-7457 or 227-3054

kartnials Fr Rot

TANGLEWOOD APARTMENTS

Far RIR

I

1750 Lows Drive Murray.
2 314 duplex,
washer/dryer, C/H/A
1,2 3 BR apartments.
753-0606 753-1252
761-3694
2 BR 1 BA newly decorated. $435/month
year lease. no pets
(270)
2274037
(270)761-4861
2-BR duplex apartment, CM/A. W/D, furnished and lawn mart
No pets, 1 yr lease
$450/mos$350deposa
Call
30413 S 6th
(615)907-4955
238 duplex. race,
C)'rl/A, appliances furnished Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898
2861.1 3811 apartments
avoid*. Great location. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905
34,4 BR townhouses
5630-900 per month
Includes
No pets
washer/dryer.
overVstove, dishwasher and refrigerator
Ca-1,A
Utilities
rot
sncludeo Meadowlark
Townhouses
(270)348-0458
38.41311. 2BA available
now,
appliances.
Coleman RE 753-9698
3 BR 1.5 BA duplex
C./H/A
appliances.
Coleman RE 753-9898
DUPLE XS for rent, all
appliances Included.
Call 7674948
NOW LEASING
1.243bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD 41-800-648-6056
furnished
NICELY
upstairs duplex. 2 bedroom all new appliances, smoke free, no
pets 414N. 8th, 6400.
489-2741
LIKE new. 1BR apt, all
appliances. Brooklyn
Dr 270-559-9080 or
leave message

Four Rivers FuNe
Apartments is now
sampling applicabons
for HUD subsidized
housing in Mayfield
KY Applicants must be
able to live independent, and have either a
mental illness, mental
retardation or physical
disability. Rent MS be
determined
based
upon the income of the
applicant Four Favors
Apartments is a fair
housing provider For
more
information
regarding the appbcatan process. contact
Sharon
Caskey.
Coordinator
for
Housing
Supports,
FOSS( Rivers Behavioral
Health, 425 Broadway.
Paducah, KY 42001
(270)442.7121
Ext.
260. Open Until Filed.
60E.
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications tor 1 & 28r units.
Rent based on octane.
Mobility
impairment
accessible.
Phone:
492-8721
Mon IL
Thurs
10-12am TOO No.
1-800-6484056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
SMALL 1811, nonsmoking act upstairs,
water paid, available
now. no pets
$260/mo 753-5980

2 Sedrvont - 1034
3 Bedroom - $495
3 Bednxon - based on income
(S.

on all aparmsents.

aware Dishwasher &
Provided • All Eko:n • Carpet & Cerinia:
Tile • Central Heat & AN • PabuDeck •
Sense ixstrtetiems apply
Call Joy Its details 270-762-1044 or
270-804-0850 TTY/ 800-646-6056

Retrigersor

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Dniguid Drive • Murray

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Neat and Au
Accepting Applications

Office Hours IIa.m.- 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
0
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ME Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668

KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

M

2814. IBA. house re
country. C/G/A. applimo
ances
$500
Coleman RE 753-9898

Section 8 vouchers accepted CI

• Feee Cable • Wralms Dryer

2 BR, 1 BA house
)425mo+deposit, no
pets. 502 Broad St
Walking distance to
(270)293hospital
0312.
28P 1 Bath, storage
building, no pets. 571
Kirksey Hwy. 1300
monthly. $300 deposit
270-898-2340, 270994-3883

42871

linntechatelv Available:

with

payment to

Murray Ledger A Time.'
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
(Jr call (2701 753-1918
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arnme-.

1850 St RI 121S
Murray KY 42()71
270-753-5562

Loki For Sale

•Jaa- RENTALS
HINTSTORAGE
. 7218.4TH ST.
a

....W.

elate 125 MIS Sal
ire 431.2524
.271t 213.11111

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
Linda available 7532905 Or 753-7536
MINISTORAGE
Iln'ssie climate caned
storage
•Securay alarmed
-Sale & dean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

10 acres north of
Murray
near
the
Marshall County line.
Great building site.
$45,000 call 293-7872
3 acre wooded lot with
pond in Sartoga Farms
subdivision. 293-7872
REDUCED
3AC ,
SARATOGA FARMS,
back
right corner,
White fence in front
270619-fl90

139 acres near New
Concord. Trophy dee
and turkey hunting
125 acres of mar
timber
Mittel:4e
$275,000 293-7872
Soup
Tendabee tam, land for
sale,
19 6
acres
Contact Herman Carrot
or
(270)753-1219
(270)979-1208

Fw Sok
Pow fir Semi
OFTTCE or reuse space
available Pistil looslion 753-2905. 2931480
BAK& available
UnIvireelty Square
CENTURY 21 Lorena
aebe Realtors

1995 Buccaneer
28e80, perm. fndt.
117-c ate, 2ba, cha,
gas fireplace, new
appliances hardwood
floors,
new-roof 07 $79,000
(270)
2934257
(270)293-9887

270 753 1492

U
MAO
Adorable
Petribroke Corgi ptsi
plea Locally raised
wormed and shots
$300 489-274i. 2279631
AKC boxer puppies
and
brindle
fawn
$350 (270)354-6337
MC Pomp. 2 female
chz,mpage white. 1 st
shots. ready to go
(2701 804-3767
Australian Shepherd
Puppies tor sale, $50,
(270)210-5365
BENGAL ketens. spott£K1 leopard. TICA rag1350
ostered
(2701703-5877

3-BR 2-BA house on
25 acres with swim Rang pool and 30)(50'
detached raw
270-978-0506.
270 436-2051.
Brick, totally remodeled 3 bedroom 2 bath
12x24
Cape
Cod
Storey) building New
flooring, hard floor, file
large Jacuzzi great
999
curt) appeal.
Wisewell
$139,000
227Call 759-9216 or
5456 for a appointment
3-bedroom. 1-bath.
1200/Sgat Beck home
1-1/4 acres. CHA,
Large Fenced
Backyard. Patio
162,500. 615-8047444

DOG Obedience.
436-2858.
REGISTERED
Miniature Schnauzer
pups
3 Black. 2
satt&pepper, 3-males,
2-females
Ready
4.'30
Vet checked,
shots wormed, tails
docked 293-1482

(' (1:1111 "1

UKC blue fawn fair
8
weeks.
$400
(270)210-4493

awiterlassej

TOBACCO ground
approx 105 acres
highly productive land
water available close
by (2701.489-2116

IBM,MOIL 1411,111155 eweRea Otesk batter, Imo re ritoo.
•
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Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray ledger &
Times
First Come
First Serve
Plane
No Phone Call.

•T•w•CIIN
•New Asses
.warmehip.
41wwwiod

Fre*
EatithimatimplA

763-1/3011
Ca* 11,1141:154

Mew

3301 St. Mt 121N
753-8087

Calhoon Construction, LLC
IM back' From Iraq'
Quality
matters,
Robinson
Paint &
Paper
Danny
Robinson
(270)226-9295

General Contracting
Commercial I Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repaint, Concrete & Roofing

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007
Unica)Olisral

MOWING and trimming. reliable. scheduled Steven 767-9178

a

III I

)1g

Uwe Csrs
renovated
NEWLY
38R, large den- could
be 46 BR. 28A, brick
ranch. living/donning
room, stainless steel
kitchen
appliances.
new beautiful hardfloors,
new
wood
Italian tole bath. new
CM/A, freshly painted
walls, beautiful crown
molding, 2064 sq
fruit o'chard, grape
Rotor. garden area on
apex 3 acres, 4mi
north
Calloway.
$142,000. 753-1140,
293-3750.
NICE. dean, 3 BR, 2
BA, country house.
outside building Large
trees. 4rni west of Lynn
Grove $53,000 382•
97
PRICED below
app•alsall New
31,260 ncvcne FSEt0
76 Biossful %hew
Saratoga It $249.099
CM 1 949,689 5996
REDUCED 4BR. 2
oath. garage, acre lot.
plus rental mobile
home, 5 moles from
MSU off Hwy 80
579,900 556-6868.
REDUCED'
LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 beie with
double garage, waterfront lot with trees,
storage shed, floating
b
,
oat dock_ concrete
ramp.
boat
Call
$24850000
753-2905 or 293-8595

El

oJ

Hill Electric

1997 Saturn white 4
door. 126.000 miles
$2,000 Call 293-824-4

Since 1986

24 Noma swam
Res., Corn & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

ft

I Pr. / iflrew4r ,
Lurattro hostarr,

FREE CONCRETE
FLOTATION: 2' x
concrete floats loaded
on your truck at Green
Turtle Bay, Grand
Rivers, KY. Call Bill
Gary at 270-362-8364
for details

436-2867 lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, haulino. etc
Insured
436-5141 A-AORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters
sink & tree work

MVO
/.
15:
4-34141141
Pric114,4atimay
rivorYticsitii
100 N. Silh

IIONSCORO
CATHY'S
WallPaParlia2r
Painting. Cicianorig.
270- 227-6606 731498-8904

A-1 Stump Reme,
:fill
FuNy Insured
437-3044,
Al Joe's Mower repair
Turireup specials
Free pick-up/delivery
in Murray. 436-2867

2008 spriiv,) in Water
Boat Show May 2, 3 8
4, at Kentucky Dam
Marina on Kentucky
Lake in Golbertsville
KY Over 5,000.000
worth of new, used and
brokered boats will be
Call
display
on
(270)362-8343 for into.
www kentucklaneyacht.corn
1973 Mark Tema 168
v-haul with 858tp mercury. new everything
OBO
$1,000
(2701210-2050

NADEAU'S
Construction
+boring aDecks
einnyi siding •All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensedensured
eadeauconstructanerst

ALL Carpentry, remodeling. additions, sunrooms, decks, mobile
home repair, rotten and
sagging floors Larry
Nimmo 227-0587 7530353
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Bury,

\:‘
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.11=3=111111

FREE
fll

iii\\ 114 ‘‘I-117it
-tal)_ -,,r;

YOUR AD
COULD 81.
F OR
Ii'. t T
00
MUNI 11
I at 1 7'13-1916

BRANDON'S Outdoor
SOIVICI3

Mowing. yard clean
up, shrubs. bush hogging. tilling. mulch.
grading
C-(270)978-0543
after 600(270)4385277

227-8575
DM Cheap Lawn Care
Free est Mowing. vier cleaning, bush trimming, and more

FUTRFJ.I'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured 4892839.

LAWN
mowing,
mulching, lanescaping. garden tilling.
293-5662

COMPLETE yard care.
mowing,
much
(270)227-2449

PRICES:
30 words #01
or MSC days

%11

31-70
*Ude

tt
-RAVtl7,- white rock.
sand delivered
(270)293-1924

Publish Date

Deadline

Monday

Ftday 10AAI
Fnclay 1044
Wedgy- 12PM
Monday PIA
Weenesdsy 12PM
Thursday- 10AN
Thursday -12PAI

$18

Sh090e,
Tuesday

$16

2

$28

$20

3

$35

Wednesday
Thursday

'naiad se wards r ad

111111

DEADLINES:

1

Enday
Saturday

MAKE IT BOLD:

R
02 Cadillac Devolip
heated and memory
seats (270)748-5203

eel To advertise.
••
lARD SALE
Ca NI
KIIT WITH
or Ashley at
P111(111ASE OF
(270)753-1916
1
YARD SALE AD!

now
stints
•Clow

III'

TROYER S
Construction. Pole
barns, shingles, metal
rooting. Daniel Troyer
(270)804-6884

Iiikt 11 it IllU( tt111 III tilt \11111,0 I Ilia( I
2004 Toyota Rave 5
speed manual transmission. 30 rag, full
power, AC, AM-FM CO
player, white with tan
interior, keyless entry
condition.
excellent
25,000 moles $14875
436-5610

MULCH, double grade.
We deliver
(270) 519-0442

LAWN Mowing. Free
estimates. Call Craig
Fox at 270492-8156,
270-293-0034

293-5438

lartinq at 520

1" s'N It rs.
I \\\ \ I \ ICI

oo

OM HANDYMAN
Call us for aN your
rep& mods
Specializing In decks
& pointing

II 15 .16 inch.

ROOFING Free estimate (270)293-4020
(270)293-1924

P

733-9562__

I

2001 Chevy Siverado,
all power. air, CD,
89.000 miles
436-2602

CALHOON'S
Lawn
Care & Marian Seal
Coating
(270)437-4774
(270)293-0161

759-4418•227.9184

1997 Yamaha Virago
XV1100 with black
saddlebags,
leather
excellent
condition.
16.000 miles 13.400
helmet
includes
12701227-1354

Handyman Smvices.
All remodeling,
No yob too small
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)3634511

or sweetio.

11(1%

Having a Yard Sale?

PRICED TO SELL!'
2001 Clayton16x80
3br 2ba. & land
New -2 car carport &
12x16 storage building
Landscaped, frt
rear porch, too mudto list
North of Murray
After EIPM
270-759-9362

R+

1 rs

Call 753-5606

NEW homes and lots
in Riverfield Estates
located on Doran Road
South Come and see
what we have to otter
Matt Jennings
293-7872

YOU CAN DIEPEDID ONI
Is Yaws Expedient*

aiai111111,11111 MI& Midi /ft*OP
11111111AIMIAMO ar MIMI
WAN 1141211441
et Nolt wwwAarrimillenswom

mounted

NEW construction, lust
finished 141 Blissful
View. Saratoga Ii Up
scale home 4-BR. 2
BA (270)804-1655

llornilloou I rciiilc
too l,l,

ouALtry WORKIIIANONIP

WWI1111111/1/11/0011 AVM 1111111/ 1,12116(VI MIT*LOWS)Ifnisonew12111.111111Mt

Yorke male pups.
1,200. Papillon female
pups 8350 748-5575
Last

- IMO 11111821101111111211111111111111 - aMIN SOW 1111111111111111111
I MA SUM fiV VINE 11(if MY all REAL ESTATE TRACT RANGES -11
ACRES,4 ACRES,10 ACRES,25 ACM"3O
ACRES, AND ANY COMBINATIONS UP TO
30720 ACRES.

NORTHWEST CALLOWAY COUNTY
FAMILANIL PEACEFUL SETTINGS,GREAT
BULGING SITES OW POTTS ROAD AND
In )-) Iiat
TUCKER•GARLAND ROAD. TAKE A TOUR
ions MHO FAIIULOUS ESTATE FARM. A
RUST SEE FARM 111 R.N.CALLOWAY CO.
1112.1101011UILDIR0111ER,PRODUCIRE11111111AND WIRY ROUSSO tellESITER ANERICAN
09310110 ON RIM A orevircr mama OFEJAIMON FOR CROPORcon'FRODuCtION.
AND GREATIRLDUFE NUNITIO.200 .1- MIAMIACRES
MEV ARV MINIM 1141411111EVINV1801 MB marrows wimwrinsirrvm

USED TIRES
I al
I il Ill hl I It I

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Farm Location: 1515 POTTS ROAD a TUCKER-GARLAND ROAD, MURRAY. KENTUCKY JUST OFF
HWY. 121 NORTH From Murray, KY Take 121 North 5 Mites To Pons Road Go East Or Potts Road 15
Mass To Property 8iie Sipa Possodt
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TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288
SEMI-RETIRED
Carpenter.
R L Woods 753-9440
Start immediately

Tree;
YEARRY'S
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

hossoNes Itigar

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for of what was
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Monday, April 22, 2008:
Often you might question why *** Negativity only breeds
negativity. On the other
more
people seem so obstinate this
hand, viewing a situation slightly
year'. Could that be a reaction to more realistically will only help.
your own determination? You
Be aware that someone you see
do have drive. stamina and Lady as a fact-giver could be unintenLuck on your team. Learn to tionally confused Remember,
trust yourself and not force your each person sees the same
hand with others. Don't look for event differently Tonight: Head
a consensus. On the other hand, home
understand that you cannot con- LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
trol others. If you are single, *it* Your finances need studyout
your enthusiasm draws many. ing. You might want to seek
several opinions Investigate a
Look toward someone quite suggestion from a family memunique and different. You might ber. An investment needs a sechave already met this person but ond opinion or more research
don't currently look at him or Stan asking more questions if her as a possibility. You will it you still aren't OK with the
you remain open. If you are answers. Tonight Speak your
attached, you often wonder how mind.
much to give or when to say SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 28)
enough. You will learn to juggle **** Use your unique style.
boundaries this year SCORPIO which works. Investigate new
ideas but still support yourself in
often challenges you.
what you want Your abilities
come through when sorting out
The Stars Show the Kind of problems. You'll come up with
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: unusual solutions, give one or
4-Positive; 3-Average, 2-So-so: two a shot Tonight: Beam in
I -Difficult
what you want.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Doc.
21)
ARIES (March 21-Agri' 19)
*** Others listen when you *4* You are in a building „
speak your mind A talk opens phase Accept information and •
up a door A person you deem to come up with anawers. You will
be a realistic Mend could be be able to clear out a problem
confused at hest Your inShnets with research and a willingness
guide you with a work-related to dig up more information. Think .
matter Fatigue sets in Use your positively. Tonight. Act on
mind to find shortcuts Tonight: renewed vitality.
Relax on the computer or watch CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Use the daylight hours to
a movie
the maximum Your way of dealTAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You might want to work ing with a problem could radical- •
within someone's constraints for ly change with more feedback.
now, especially if that points to Don't take a back seat any :
success Others will reveal much longer Join a group of like-mindmore if you relax with them. ed people for a discussion.
allowing for a stronger bond Tonight A lot of soul-searching.
Tonight Plans need to involve a AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Know that others will foltrend Cr two
low your lead Still, make the
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Dive into werk as if there best decisions possible Doing
is no tomorrow. There wilt be a PR will happen later. Schedule
tomorrow, but perhaps one meetings and appointments for
where you would like to work later today, when you will be
less and relax more. Schedule more relaxed. Tonight Out and
meetings
for
after
today about.
Emphasize what must be done PISCES (Feb. 19-March 29)
Tonight Consider an exercise or **** You gain a better understanding of what needs to hapdiet plan
pen. You will discover there are
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Where others get con- many ways to turn a situation .
News is laden with inforaround
by
news,
fused
sudden
you
incorporate this happening into a mation. Use your listening skills
workable program Actions could Take action later today Tonight
be far more decisive than you A must show
think Your intuitive response is
best Tonight. Slow your pace BORN TODAY
Actor Jack Nicholson (1937),
and relax
Russian revolutionary Vladimir
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Start with the basics and Ilyich Lenin (1870), television
then trove forward Your creativ- producer Aaron Spelling (1923)
***
ity nourishes. You might not see
situation like many do. You Jacqueline Blgar Is on the
have a lot of insight and direc- Internet at httpWwww.lacquetion Avoid giving a yes to an iffy linebigarcom.
proposition. A risk is ill-advised. (c) 2008 by King Features
especially now Tonight Let go Syndicate Inc.
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COMICS'/ FEATIIRES
Therapy helps deaf woman
speak too well to be believed

Murray Ledger &

LookhogBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Jason
Pittman, senior at Calloway
County High School, being
introduced by Calloway County Judge Executive J.D. Williams
during a tour of the new judicial building. Pittman and some
other classmates were shadowing local officials during Student Government Day. The
photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Births reported include a girl
to Rolame and J. Doug Bradley.
a boy to Peggy and David
Fleming, a a girl to Erica and
Jason Wilson and a girl to Saly
and Robert Bouley. April 14;
girl to Misty and Bryan
McGi:: and a boy to Liv and
Duney Thompson, April 16.
20 Years ago
Published is a picture of
Emily and Dr. Alfred Wolfson
who were named 1988 Humanitarians of the Year by the Murray Rotary Club at its annual
banquet. Presenting the award
was Dr. David Roos, past president of the club. The Wolfson
couple was named for their
work in educational programs
at the local schools and Calloway County Public Library,
Shirley Winters presented a
program on "Breadmaking- at
a meeting of the Theta Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
30 years ago
At least 118 horses are preregistered for the annual Kentucky State Charity Horse Show
opening tonight and continuing
tomorrow at the Murray State
University West Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center. More entrants are expected for the show, sponsored by
the Murray Rotary Club and
the Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
"Stars of the future,- a spring
fashion show featuring men

models, will be April 23 at
East Elementary School and
sponsored by the East ParentTeacher Club
40 years ago
Sixteen students have completed the lit weeks of basic
classroom laboratory phase of
training at the Murray School
of Practical Nursing. The capping ceremony was held at Mwray-Calloway County Hospital.
Published is a picture of
Ruth Sexton and Frances Sexton of Murray on the Matson
SS Lurilee just prior to sailing
for Honolulu and other points
in Hawaii.
were
Seventeen persons
charged and fined in the court
of Calloway county Judge Flail
McColston last week.
50 years ago
Murray City Council voted
to purchase a lot to be used
for a municipal parking of at
the location of the A.B. Beale
home on East Main Street. The
council will rent the lot for a
period of 5 years at $200 per
month. The merchants in the
east end of Murray and the
Bank of Murray will pay $150
of the rent.
New officers of the Music
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club are Mrs. James
Rudy Allbritten, chairman; Mrs.
Howard Olila, vice chairman;
Mrs. Joe Dick. secretary; Lillian Tate. treasurer.
60 years ago
The Communicable Disease
Center of Calloway County
health Department will start
DDT spraying operation April
22. according to Dr. IA. Outland, county health doctor.
J.H. Shackelford, local certified public accountant, submitted the 1947 audit report
for the City of Murray at a
meeting of the Murray City
Council.

DEAR ABBY: I dm a deaf
woman who was nosed by a
woman who made sure I had
speech therapy most of my
life. Because of it, my speech
is quite good, and people often
forget that I am deaf or don't
believe me.
I
was
pulled over
by a cop,
and when I
told him 1
was
deaf
and needed
to read his
lips, he didn't believe
DearAbtsy me. ['fiends
and
coBy Abigail
workers
Van Buren
have even
told
me.
"With speech like yours, you
can't be THAT deaf!" It is
frustrating and sometimes hurtful.
The truth is I cannot hear,
and I need people to look at
me so I can read their lips.
Any suggestions on how to
kindly remind people -- including law enforcement officers
-- that I really am deaf? -READ MY LIPS IN D.C.
DEAR READ MY LIPS:
You should request from your
physician a card explaining
your hearing disability, and
carry it in your wallet in case
you are stopped again by law
enforcement. You can also use
it if there are any more misunderstandings in the workplace.
•..
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 46year-old woman with two
grown children. My daughter,
"Summer," is abusive. Her husband, "Craig," laughs it off

TodosIndIstory
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, April 21.
the 112th day of 2008. There are
254 days left in the year.<..1>
Today's Highlight in History •
On April 21, 1918, Baron Manfred von Richthofen, the German
ace known as the "Red Baron,"
was killed in action during World
War I.
On this date:
In 1649. the Maryland Toleration Act, which provided for freedom of worship for all Christians,
was passed by the Maryland assembly.
In 1789, John Adams was sworn
in as the first vice president of
the United States.
In 1816, Charlotte Bronte,
author of "Jane Eyre," was born
in Thornton. England.
In 1836, an army of Texans
led by Sam Houston defeated the
Mexicans at San Jacinto, assur-

ing Texas independence.
In 1910. author Samuel Langhorne Clemens. better known as
Mark Twain, died in Kedding.
Conn , at age 74.
In 1940. the quiz show that
asked the "$64 question," -Take
It or Leave It." premiered on CBS
Radio
In 1960. Brazil inaugurated its
new capital. Brasilia. transferring
the seat of national government
from Rio de Janeiro.
In 1972. Apollo 16 astronauts
John Young and Charles Duke
explored the surface of the moon.
In 1975, South Vietnamese President Nguyen Van Thieu resigned
after 10 years in office.
In 1977. the musical play
"Annie," based on the "Little
Orphan Annie" comic strip, opened
on Broadway.
Ten years ago: Astronomers
announced in Washington they had

discovered possible signs of a new
family of planets orbiting a star
220 light-years away, the clearest
evidence to date of worlds loaning beyond our solar system.
Five years ago: Military officials in Iraq announced the arrest
of Muhammad Hamra al-Zubaydi, a key figure in the bloody
suppre,ion of the Shiite Muslim
uprising of 1941. State-run media
in China repotted the govertunent
had dismissed Beijing's mayor following the disclosure of a steep
increase in SARS cases in the
Chinese capital. Scott Peterson
pleaded innocent in the deaths of
his pregnant wife and unborn son.
Robert Cheruiyot became the 12th
Kenyan in 13 years to win the
Marathon;
S vetlana
Boston
Zakharova of Russia won the
women's race. Jazz singer Nina
Simone died in France at age 70
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Aging alters
reaction to meds
DEAR DR. GOTT: After using
a particular medication for a long
penod of time. the side effects
may increase, especially in older
adults This has happened to me
How and where do you report
these side effects'

and calls it "just being Summer," but I don't find it funny.
My health isn't 100 percent,
and sometimes I need help.
I lave in Nebraska, and Summer lives in Illinois. When she
and Craig fight, she comes to
stay with me and my husband.
I had foot surgery last year.
The last time Summer was
here, we had an argument and
she stomped on my feet until
they bled. I was so badly injured
I had to go to the ER for
treatment.
Summer is now angry
because I changed my will and
made my best friend the executor. It has always been understood that if I got sick, Summer would take care of me
because I don't want to go to
a nursing home. But I'd rather
risk being abused by a stranger
than my daughter, and my son
lives too far away to help.
Am I right about this My
husband doesn't like it. During the four years we've been
together, he hasn't shown me
he loves me enough to follow
my wishes regarding being sick
or dying. I'm not scared, but
I need to know that what I
want is what I'll get. Your
thoughts, please" -- MIND OF
MY OWN
DEAR MIND OF MY
OWN: Your daughter appears
to be seriously disturbed.
Because she has a history of
violence. she should not stay
in your home, nor should you
be alone with her. I can only
hope that after she assaulted
you, the incident was reported to the police. Under no circumstances should she be your
caregiver.
You have options besides
going to a nursing home. One
would be to hire a home healthcare wlirker in the event you
become unable to help yourself. You should also consult
a lawyer who specializes in
wills and trusts to ensure that
a person you can trust has
your power of attorney for
health-care decisions and will,
if necessary, fight like a tiger
for you to ensure that your
wishes are carried out.
Because your marriage is
recent, you may also want to
ensure that any property that's
in your name is handled according to your wishes. Do not
wait to do this. It will give
you peace of mind.

DEAR
READER:
The problem
you experienced is not
so much in
the medication as it is
a function of
age. Senior
citizens
undergo sinking metabolic
as
changes
they age. One
By
of
these
Dr. Peter Gott changes
is the
decreasing ability to detoxify many
medications. When this occurs,
the patient may need a dosage
adjustment or even a change an
the medication itself. I've also
observed that if a patient has been
on more than one medication for
an extended period of time with
success,
metabolic
apparent
changes occur that can result in
adverse effects.
I urge my elderly readers to
report any suspected drug reaction to his or her physician. Another option is to review the situation with a pharmacist, who can
offer further advice.
DEAR DR, GOTT: I'm in
my late 50s. a type A personality and have been overweight my
entire life. 1 lead aim active lifestyle
with weight training and walking. I've been practicing some
deep breathing to calm down before
going to bed because I tend to
be on the go physically and mentally throughout the day, and it
as hard to sleep

Dr. Gott

Cootractliridge
Famous Hand
the king with the are and returned a
club, and the contract quickly went
down one,
Al the secured table, the Canadian
South, Sarni KcIseta. won the club
lead and immcdiately cashed flee
spade tricks, maintaining the chance
that the clubs were evenly divided.
1)13 at the same time compelling the
opponents to make what might prove
to be embarrassing discards.
Kobela discarded a heart and.nwt
diamonds on dummy's spades, while
Wesi .3.4 forced in discard all three
of his diamonds in order 14, retain all
his clubs and hearts.
Resdiag the skustios perfectly.
Kehela next cashed the are of hearts
and then exited from dummy with
the eight of clubs, completely ignoring the K-1 of diamonds
West took ho four club tricks but
then had to lead from the QS err
This desk played in an intercity hearts Dummy's Iasi two cards, after
tournament staged in Tokyo in 1983, the K-1 of diamonds had been duoccurred during a 6'bowlmatch carded, consoled of the K-2 of
between Lonctoo and Montreal Al hearts, while declarer, who had disboth tables, the final contract was carded the Q-9-7 of diamonds, was
down to the 1-6 of hearts Fast still
three notrump and the opening lead
was a his', club
had the ace of diamonds, hut et had at
Ihe British declarer at the first this point lost all its value
table won I-axis ten ot clubs with the
It did sot natter whether West
return toe eight or the
elmted
queen and led 3 low diamond toward
dummy hoping to either win the trick
que:n of hearts because, either way.
Kehela would score Jse lam two
or, (the king lost to the ace, to find
tricks to make the contract
the clubs divided 4-4 Rut UM (00k
lSi.orrow: Ii sa delicate operation
t',003I, restarts S.nde,te In,
West dealer
Neither side vulnerable
NORTI1
•K .1 9 2
•A K 2
•K J
41.1 8 7
EAST
WEST
•8 6 5 3
•10 4
•10 9 7
•Q 8 5
•A 8 2
•10 5 4
•I0 4 2
•A K 96 5
SOUTH
•A 7
•1 64 3
•Q9 7 6 3
•Q1
The bidding
West
North
East
Sask.:.
Pass
1 NT
Pass
1•
Pass
3 NT
Pass
2 NT
Opening lead — six of clubs

•••
Dear Abby as written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
mut WES founded by her mothel, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440, Lois
Angeles. CA 90069.
••••
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1 Passable
5 Ancient plant
9 Same old grind
12 III temper
13 Han Solos love
14 Zoologists
mouths
15 Theory
16 Kirghiz range
17 Mellow
18 Takes
a powder
20 Cement
component
22 Soap ingredient
23 Air-pump mess
24 Tint again
27 Dr Manchu
28 Where Tabriz is
32 Not me
33 Cleans
the deck
36 Ms Thurman
37 Finales
39 Yak
40 Shooting
marble

42 Wapiti
44 Herr in Madras
45 Other sock
,jest
47 Lam'
mammals
50 "When We Was
51 Partly open
53 Clock s hoot
55 House addition
56 Field mouse
5/ Reasoner's
word
58 Last letter
59 Checked out
60 Heart-felt

DOWN
1 Teahouse attire
2 Jokes with
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Baldwin of films
Annual
Moths lure
Congers
Estuary
Toe coverers
Wander
Natural impulse
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ASK YOUR DO6 TO
THE BALLOON MIGHT BREAK
COME OUT AND PLAY. AMP EVER SINCE HE RETURNED
TELL HIM I HAVE A
FROM WORLD WAR I SODEN
NEW BALLOON
N0I5E5 FRIGHTEN HIM.,
-

HOW WAS
THAT FOR
AN EXCUSE?

C

WHEN YOU CLOSED
THE DOOR, THE

SUDDEN NOISE
FRIGHTENED ME
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My blood pressure had always
been iuound 120/80. Starting last
summer, it was in the 1.30s add
140s My doctor put me on
atenolol, which gave me a feeling of pressure in my chest. My
doctor indicated the possibility of
this side effect, so I was somewhat prepared The good news
was that my blood pressure
dropped to the 90s and low 100s
while I remained on the atenolol
Because of the pressure, however, I had a stress test done, and
everything was normal My doctor took me off the medication
Now my blood pressure is usually around 110-120/80. After exercise, it nses to the 150s or 160s
and stays there for several hours.
My pulse rate is in the 905
Is there always such variation
in a person's blood pressure, and
at what point should I go back
on the hypertensive medication?
Is there another drug that could
be taken without giving chest pressure
DEAR READER: Blood pressure vanes a lot. This is normal,
especially after physical exercise.
In order for a blood pressure to.
cause health problems, it has to
be in an abnormal range consistently. The preferred pressure for
adults is about 120/80.
Stay away from medication
unless your blood pressure consistently rises above the limit.
Should that OCCIII, speak with your
physician regarding another drug
in the same category as atenolol
that doesn't carry such unpleasant side effects. Physicians often
receive a sanely of medication
samples. Ask your doctor to give
you enough samples to last a
week or two as a trial. In this
way, you won't feel committed
to purchasing a month's supply
of medication that could be inappropriate for you

25 Long time
26 Defective
firework
27 Office
machine
29 Home
furnishing
30 Jacques pal
31 Lassies

refusal
3-4 Food steamer
35 Ms Teesdale
38 Use hair
rollers
41 Applied gold
leaf
43 Depart
44 Rip up
45 Uncle or
grandpa
46 Fully qualified
47 Hull plank
48 Ireland
49 Gray-green
shrub
50 Shriner's hat
52 Happy feeling
54 - -eared
bunny
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Iraqi PM urges Arab
states to open their
embassies in Baghdad
BAGHDAD (API - Six people died in
clashes in Baghdad's embattled Sadr City on
Monday. as Prime Minister Noun al-Maliki
urged other Arab countries to reopen their
embassies in the capital as a show of support
for his government.
A police commander said the dead in the
Shiite enclave of Sadr City included three
Policemen and three civilians. Four other civilians were injured in the violence, according to
the officer who asked not to be named since
he was not authorized to release the information.
The clashes between Shiite militiamen and
government troops came after followers of hardline cleric Muqtada al-Sadr on Sunday ranted
the stakes in the showdown with al-Maliki's
government, refusing to disband their Mahdi
Army.
Al-Maliki, also a Shiite, has demanded that
al-Sadr dissolve the country's biggest Shiite
militia or his followers will not be allowed to
nin in provincial elections this fall.
The two sides have fought daily clashes in
Baghdad since the prime minister launched an
attack last month against the Mahdi Army in
the southern port city of Basra. The militiamen have responded by shelling Baghdad's
U.S.-protected Green Zone, which houses the
U.S. Embassy and offices of the haqi government.
This included an attack on the zone on Sunday during a surprise visit to Baghdad by Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice. During the
talks, al-Maliki. assiirad Rice that he will not

back down in his confrontation with the militants
There are fears that the continuing bloodshed in the capital could lead to the formal
scrapping of a unilateral truce al-Sadr called
last August — a move that American officials
credit with helping dramatically reduce violence over the last year.
U.S. military spokesman Li. Col. Steve Stover
said there had been sporadic "harassment fire"
overnight in the sprawling Sadr City district
where the Mahdi Army has its main stronghold.
He said that an armed drone fired a Hellfire missile at a group of gunmen late Sunday, killing all three.
Meanwhile. al-Maliki urged Arab governments
to cancel his country's debts.
"Iraq cannot alone shoulder the debt arising
from the military adventures of (Saddam Hussein's) regime.- al-Maliki told reporters on
Monday as he departed for Kuwait, where he
will attend a conference with Iraq's neighbors
and world powers. They will discuss ways to
help Iraq secure its borders and improve internal secunty and stability.
He also urged other governments to open
diplomatic missions in Baghdad. Most countries have been reluctant to do so due to safety concerns.
"I am a bewildered by the position of these
nations. Do they want to support Iraq? Iraq
has emerged from a crisis and needs to be
supported,- al -Maliki said.

"A traditional classroom approach

in a family-type atmosphere."

2008-09 REGISTRATION
Call for an appointment today.
Wisdelarienz
4 year olds & 5 year olds
Kindergarten classes offer a challenging learning experience for your child This enjoyable program is
designed to provide a good educational foundation with
drone emphasis in reading, writing and math skills.
Kindergarten meets 1/2 days, Mondays tlira Fridays.
Extended care available until 5 p.m.

Wiemen4v491'modal/960k
Great emphasis is placed on fundamentals of education.
A strong phonics program that begins in first grade
enables all students to learn to read Homework. repirt
cards, concerned teachers, and informed parents are the
rule and not the exception. Music classes are also
included in the elementary program.

WAyst S04001
ECA offers the high school student the best in academic education with college preparatory courses required
for graduation This includes a well-rounded curriculum
with a Fine Art, and Sports program as well as a computer lab with Internet access

Member

EASTWOOD CHRISTIAN ACADEMY

Mile East of Murray on Hwy.94 • 753-7744
\
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Symbol of Hope
Send in your Luminaria form today to
remember those who have lost their battle
and to honor those who are survivors!

Founded
In
1978

AP
Former U.S. President Jimmy Carter delivers a speech during a meeting held by the Israel
Council of Foreign Relations in Jerusalem today. Carter said Hamas is prepared to accept the
right of Israel to "live as a neighbor next door in peace."

Carter: Hamas is willing to
accept Israel as its neighbor
JERUSALEM (API — Former President Jimmy Carter
said Monday that Hamas —
the Islamic militant group that
has called for the destruction
of Israel -- is prepared to accept
the right of the Jewish state
to "live as a neighbor next
door in peace."
C'arter relayed the message
in a speech in Jerusalem after
meeting last week with top
llamas leaders in Syria. It
capped a nine-day visit to the
Mideast aimed at breaking the
deadlock between Israel and
!lamas militants who rule the
Gaza Strip.
Hamas leaders "said that
they would accept a Palestinian state on the 1967 borders"
and they would "accept the right
of Israel to live as a neighbor
next door in peace." Carter
said.
The borders he referred to
were the frontiers that existed
before Israel captured large
swaths of Arab lands in the 1967
Mideast war -- including the
West Bank. east Jerusalem and
Gaza.
In the past, Mamas officials
have said they would establish a "peace in stages" if
Israel were to withdraw to the
borders it held before 1967.
But it has been evasiv-e about
how it sees the final borders
of a Palestinian state and has
not abandoned its official call
for Israel's destruction.
Israel, which evacuated Gaza
in 2005, has accepted the idea
of a Palestinian state there and
in the West Bank. But it has
resisted Palestinian demands
that it return to its 1967 frontiers
Carter urged Israel to engage

in direct negotiations with
Mamas, saying failure to do
so was hampering peace efforts.
"We do not believe that
peace is likely and certainly
that peace is not sustainable
unless a way is found to bring
Hamas into the discussions in
some way," he said. "The present strategy of excluding Mamas
and excluding Syria is just not
working."
Israel considers llamas to
be a terrorist group and has
shunnett Carter because of his
meetings with Mamas' supreme
chief, Khaled Mashaal, and
other Mamas figures. Syria harbors Mamas' exiled leadership
in its capital. Damascus, and
supports the Lebanese Hezbollah guerrillas who warred with
Israel in the summer of 2006.
Carter said Mamas promised it wouldn't undermine
Palestinian President Mahmoud
Abbas' efforts to reach a peace
deal with Israel, as long as
the Palestinian people approved
it in a referendum. In such a
scenario, he said llamas would
not oppose a Palestinian state
in the West Bank and Gaza.
Hams spokesman Saint Abu
Zuhri in Gaza said Hamas'
readiness to put a peace deal
to a referendum "does not mean
that Hamas is going to accept
the result of the referendum."
Such a referendum, he said,
would have to be voted on by
Palestinians living all over the
world. They number about 9.3
million, including some 4 million living in the West Bank,
Gaza and east Jerusalem.
The only senior Israeli official to meet with Carter during the former president's latest Mideast mission was Israeli

President Shimon Peres. During their meeting, Peres scolded Carter for meeting with the
Islamic militant group.
Israel says Carter's talks
embolden Palestinian extremists
arid hun Palestinian moderates
as they try to make peace with
the Jewish state. Abbas, who
rules only the West Bank, is
in a bitter rivalry with llamas.
"The problem is not that
met with Hamas in Syria."
Carter said Monday. -The problem is that Israel and the United States refuse to meet with
must
he
someone
who
involved."
Carter said Israeli-Palestinpeacemaking
has
ian
"regressed" since a II.S.-hosted Mideast conference in
Annapolis. Md.. in November.
He faulted Israel for continuing to build on disputed land
the Palestinians want for a
future state and for its network of roadblocks that severely hamper Palestinians traveling in the West Bank.
"The prison around Gaza
has been tightened." he said,
referring to Israel's blockade
of the territory since the Mamas
takeover.
Israel has been negotiating
directly with Abbas, who heads
a moderate government based
in the West Bank. Abbas lost
control of the Gaza Stnp last
June, when Hamas violently
seized control of that territorYCarter said llamas has promised to let a captured Israeli
soldier send a letter to his parents and could facilitate the
release of Cpl. Gilad Schalit,
who has been held in Gaza
for nearly two years.

Light the Way to a Cure!
Relay for Life Luminaria Ceremony
Fri., May 2, 2008, 10 p.m. • MSU's Roy Stewart Stadium

RELAY
FOR LIFE

Luminaria Order Form
$5.00 Minimum Donation Requested Per Luminaria
I.ight a luminaria in MEMORY of a loved one or friend who has lost his or her battle with cancer or tu HONOR a hived one or friend
who is a survivor Memonal luminana are a symbol of HOPE for future cancer patients Survivors luminana are a symbol Iif 110PE
for their today and many tomorrows. Each lurninaria will be personalized with the name of the nelson being remembered or
honored. The luminaria will line the track and be lit for the Luminaria Ceremony at 10 pm on May 2. Please join us for this event!
0 In Honor of:

or

0

In Memory of:

Please use one form per person

Name
Plea. pnnt Oval,

Your Name
Address
Donation Enclosed S
0Cash

Daytime Phone
City /State/Zip
Total Number of Luminaria Bags toy this person

0Check made payable to American Cancer Society

ID Read name during luminaria ceremony at Relay 0 No acknowledgment necessary or
0 Send acknowledgment card to
0 Not necessary to read name during ceremony
Name
City /State/Zip
Address
Please mail Luminaria Order Form and donation to
Relay for Life, P.O. Box 1553. Murray, KY 42071
or return to est: sponsor below. For more luminaria information, contact Carol Sims(270)753-1578.
CANCER SURVIVORS:
To pick up a shirt at Relay, you must register by Aprii :..: Call Melissa at (270)227-3308.
You can sign up for the Cancer Survivor Victory Lap at Stewart Stadium after 3 p.m. on Fri., May 2.

Luminarias Sponsored By:

Murray Bank

